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Abstract

As the manufacturing sector strides towards digitalization under the influence of Industry
4.0, cloud services have emerged as the new norm, driving change and innovation in
this rapidly transforming landscape. This study investigates the possibilities of cloud
adoption in the manufacturing sector by developing a conceptual model to identify suitable
cloud-based solutions and explores the role of third-party service providers in aiding
manufacturers throughout their cloud adoption journey. The research methods consist of
a comprehensive literature review of the manufacturing industry, digital transformation,
cloud computing, etc., followed by qualitative analyses of industrial benchmarks case
studies and an investigation into an application of the developed model to a hypothetical
food manufacturing company as an example. This study indicates that cloud adoption
can yield substantial benefits in the manufacturing sector, including operational efficiency,
cost reduction, and innovation, etc. The study concludes that the developed conceptual
model provides a practical framework to identify the most suitable cloud-based solutions
during the cloud adoption process in the manufacturing context. In addition, third-party
service providers like Capgemini are capable of not only filling the technical gaps but also
consulting strategic directions and innovations for their client organizations, hence playing
a vital role in driving the industrial digital transformation process. With an extensive
mapping of their capabilities, a set of recommendations intended to assist Capgemini in
enhancing capabilities and improving competitive performance in the market has been
offered.

Keywords: Cloud computing; Cloud adoption; Digitalization; Manufacturing; Food
manufacturing; Third-party service providers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The manufacturing industry appears as an essential component in modern economies,
significantly contributing to employment and economic output [1][2]. The industry is
incrementally turning to adopt digital technologies, especially cloud-based services, in
order to address the diverse challenges of the contemporary industrial environment [3].
Cloud computing has emerged as a pivotal enabler of the digital transformation of
manufacturing enterprises. Kässer [4] reported that two-thirds of surveyed manufacturing
companies are embracing cloud technology and customizing it to suit their specific
requirements. Furthermore, these organizations are continuously seeking to implement
cloud solutions on a broader scale, encompassing entire operational areas. The inherent
characteristics of cloud services, such as their flexibility, scalability, agility, and cost-
effectiveness, offer an appealing option that can significantly enhance operational efficiency
and foster innovation for today’s manufacturers. This innovative solution possesses
the capability to transform the context of supply chain management, promote data
accessibility, and streamline the process of making informed decisions in real time. In
general, the transition towards the cloud has the potential to revolutionize manufacturing
enterprises into agile, versatile, and data-driven organizations, thereby granting them a
unique advantage in a rapidly evolving marketplace [5][6][7].

Despite its potential, the shift towards cloud-based solutions is a complex process that in-
cludes various phases and may present significant obstacles for manufacturing enterprises.
The challenges include understanding and adopting novel technology, aligning cloud
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strategies with business goals, guaranteeing data security and privacy, and managing
organizational changes. The successful adoption of cloud solutions necessitates a compre-
hensive strategy, an effective framework, and the right expertise to lead the organization
through this transition and guarantee the recognition of the cloud technology’s potential
benefits.

As the demand for cloud adoption grows, consulting firms are becoming increasingly
important. With their specialized knowledge and skills, those professionals can help
ensure that cloud technology is utilized to its fullest potential while minimizing potential
risks. By partnering with these consultants, companies can achieve greater efficiency,
productivity, and success in cloud adoptions and operations.

Given the increasing significance of digital transformation within the manufacturing
sector and the crucial role of cloud computing in this process, this study attempts to
provide a structured approach to enhance a consulting firm’s capabilities of guiding their
clients through the journey to the cloud. This effort will strengthen and highlight the
supportive role of IT consulting firms in this process, thereby making an important
contribution towards the development of this field.

1.2 Thesis objective and scope

The overall aim of this study is to explore the possibilities of cloud adoption in manufac-
turing by developing a framework and emphasizing the critical role of third-party service
providers in assisting manufacturers throughout their cloud adoption journey.

More specifically, the following sub-objectives need to be delivered:

• Develop a conceptual model for cloud adoption in the manufacturing sector. This
model helps identify the most suitable cloud-based solutions by connecting and
taking manufacturing assets, business needs, and application areas into account.
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• Analyze benchmark case studies to extract key features and components essential
for the successful implementation of cloud-based solutions in specific application
areas.

• Apply the proposed conceptual model that I have built to a hypothetical case of
a food manufacturing company. Identifying the best-fitted cloud solutions, along
with essential features and components needed to be in place, demonstrates the
model’s practical relevance and effectiveness.

• Map capabilities and roles of third-party consulting companies, especially Capgem-
ini, in fulfilling the previously identified features and components and facilitating
cloud adoption in the manufacturing sector.

• Give recommendations for broadening capabilities and improving the competitive-
ness of Capgemini.

1.3 Methodology

In order to accomplish the main aim and the corresponding sub-objectives, I have adopted
a research approach involving a combination of qualitative analysis, case analysis and
applied research.

I first search and review relevant literature, including peer-reviewed journal articles,
conference papers, books, technical reports, cooperate reports, etc., about the manufac-
turing industry and digital technologies, especially cloud computing. It allows us to have
a foundational understanding of such concepts, as well as identify current trends and
potential within these fields. Understanding such concepts and the potential of cloud
computing, I develop a conceptual model for cloud adoption in manufacturing companies.

I then examine real-world case studies from industry benchmarks in cloud computing and
services to extract essential practical elements for successful cloud adoption corresponding
to the developed conceptual model.
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I introduce a hypothetical scenario featuring a food manufacturing company as a practical
example for the application of the developed conceptual model and extract the most
critical elements needed for successful implementation.

I map the capabilities of some leading consulting companies via their published contents in
relation to how they fulfill the identified essential elements of cloud solutions. Meanwhile,
through various discussions with different teams at Capgemini, I also map their capabilities
in terms of fulfilling the key features and components of cloud solutions identified
previously. This highlights how a consulting company can effectively contribute to
successfully implementing cloud solutions in a manufacturing context.

Finally, I come up with some recommendations for enhancing the competitive performance
of Capgemini for cloud adoption based on insights from literature reviews and capabilities
mapping.

Through this combination of analyses, conceptual modeling and practical application, I
can ensure a holistic approach to fulfill the main aim and sub-objectives of this study.

1.4 Delimitation

One limitation of this study is that the availability of comprehensive and updated case
studies on cloud adoption in a manufacturing context is quite limited. Data confidentiality
may be a reason for this limited access to the most relevant and recent data and case
studies. Given that, the study focuses on three selected application areas, which might
not cover the full range of possible applications in the manufacturing sector.

Applying the conceptual model to a hypothetical scenario could provide a simple and
illustrative example. However, the case may not fully capture every aspect of a real-world
situation, despite the attempt to make it as realistic as possible.

In the field of technology, including cloud computing, things are continuously evolving
at a quick pace. As a result, while the knowledge contained in this study is accurate at
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the time of writing, the high pace of change in this field could make some findings less
relevant over time.

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis is divided into eight chapters and is structured as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter introduces the research background, study aim and sub-objectives, method-
ology, limitations and structure of this thesis.

Chapter 2: Literature review

The chapter aims to establish a theoretical foundation for the main topics of this
thesis, including the manufacturing sector, digitalization, digital technologies, the cloud
computing concept and the trend toward sustainability.

Chapter 3: Developing a conceptual model for cloud adaption in manufactur-
ing and selecting industry benchmarks

This chapter includes the development of the conceptual model for cloud adoption in
manufacturing, along with the description and in-depth analyses of the selected industry
benchmarks.

Chapter 4: Developing a hypothetical cloud-based manufacturing concept for
the food manufacturing industry

This chapter explores the food manufacturing industry and its challenges and demonstrates
the application of the conceptual model within a hypothetical scenario to extract key
features and components for specific cloud solutions, providing an example of practical
implementation.
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Chapter 5: Capability mapping of third-party service providers for cloud
adoption

This chapter investigates the capabilities of third-party service companies in satisfying
technical features which are identified in Chapter 4 and non-technical attributes necessary
for the successful implementation of cloud solutions for the hypothetical case. Notably,
Capgemini is chosen as a representative for consulting firms and is given the main focus.

Chapter 6: Recommendations for competitive performance of Capgemini for
cloud adoption

Based on findings from previous chapters, this section presents recommendations to
enhance the competitive performance of third-party service providers, focusing primarily
on Capgemini.

Chapter 7: Discussion

This chapter consists of an overview of the whole project, the main takeaways from my
perspective, the practical challenges I’ve encountered throughout the process, and the
prospective outlook for future research in the area.

Chapter 8: Conclusion

This final chapter revisits the project’s aim and reflects on the research processes,
challenges and the main takeaways. It also reaffirms the benefits of cloud adoption and
the need for continued research.



Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Manufacturing industry

Manufacturing is the process of transforming raw materials or parts into finished goods
by utilization of human labor, tools, machinery, equipment, chemical processing, etc.
[8]. The manufacturing sector can be classified by sub-sector based on its products.
Some of the most common ones are automotive, chemicals, maritime, food and beverage,
pharmaceutical, textiles and apparel, computer and electronics, etc. [9].

Manufacturing plays a significant role in the global economy, contributing to employment,
innovation, and economic growth. Manufacturing Value Added (MVA) is one of the most
commonly used indicators by economists and statisticians to compare the manufacturing
output to the total size of a country’s economy, which is presented as the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). The World Bank reported that 16.6% of the world GDP in 2021 was
contributed to manufacturing. That was approximately $16.0 trillion [2].

The advances in technology and the increasing demand for automation and efficiency
have been driving the manufacturing industry to dramatically accelerate its digital trans-
formation process. According to the International Data Corporation (IDC), worldwide
spending on the digital transformation is expected to increase by 17.6% compared to
2021, reaching $1.8 trillion. This growth is forecasted to continue at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 16.6% from 2021 to 2025. Geographical-wise, The United States
is anticipated to account for 35% of the 2020 global digital transformation spending,
followed by Western Europe and China, the fasted growing region with a five-year CAGR
of 18.5% [10]. From an industry point of view, the manufacturing industry has the most
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Figure. 2.1 Global spending on the digital transformation by industry (2022). Based on [10]

considerable expenditure in digital transformation and is expected to account for above
30% of worldwide digital transformation spending in 2022 (Figure 2.1). A recent survey
by Deloitte has revealed that more than 60% of the surveyed manufacturers plan to
employ robotics, automation, and data analytics in their facilities to enhance operational
efficiency in the next 12 months. While over one-third of the manufacturers are interested
in implementing Internet of Things (IoT), additive manufacturing and cloud computing
technologies [3].

The reason why so much time and money have been invested in the digital transformation
process is that once implemented successfully, these new technologies yield enormous
returns. According to their study on the true value of Industry 4.0, [11] suggested that
it is frequently observed across sectors of manufacturing to see an overall reduction
in machine downtime of 30 to 50%, a boost in output of 10 to 30%, an improvement
in accuracy forecasting of 85% and an increase in labor productivity of 15 to 30%.
Digital technology is revolutionizing every facet of manufacturing, including not only
efficiency and processes but also the workforce. Appropriate technology utilization may
lead to better decision-making, more opportunities for employee professional growth,
cross-functional collaboration, and increased workplace safety and satisfaction among
staff.
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Both manufacturers and consumers have acknowledged that traditional production
processes have resulted in many adverse environmental effects, including the depletion of
natural resources, pollution, and climate change. These could eventually significantly
harm nature, ecosystems, and human health. Furthermore, there is a growing trend among
consumers to be more mindful of the environmental impact of their purchases, leading to
an increased demand for environmentally sustainable products. In addition, governmental
bodies are taking action to foster sustainable manufacturing by implementing novel
regulations and policies and incentivizing the adoption of more eco-friendly practices. The
current manufacturing environment has witnessed a discernible shift towards sustainable
practices, characterized by a heightened emphasis on renewable energy utilization, resource
optimization, enhanced reuse and recycling, and the minimization of hazardous substances
and chemicals, among other measures.

2.2 Manufacturing assets and value chain

The International Standard of asset management generally defines an asset as:

“An asset is an item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an
organization. The value will vary between different organizations and their
stakeholders, and can be tangible or intangible, financial or non-financial [12,
p. 2].”

Amadi-Echendu et al. [13] specify that an engineering asset is a physical object, such
as equipment, facilities, buildings, inventories, etc., related to a legal entity, such as a
person or company or a collection of legal entities that have legal rights on that object.
Each engineering asset possesses a typical capability value and financial value. The
capacity value is the ability to perform specific tasks, for example, the output that a
machine/equipment produces within a given timeframe. The financial value is determined
in different forms with various monetary scales depending on the intended use of the
assets.
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We could broadly say that an engineering asset is a physical asset with a legal entity and
has certain values to someone.

Engineering assets of an organization are usually recorded in an accounting system, e.g., a
balance sheet [13]. From an accountant’s perspective, engineering assets could be viewed
as physical assets or “real assets” including non-current and current assets. Non-current
or fixed assets are physical objects like land, buildings, equipment, machinery, hardware,
etc. While faster-moving assets, such as raw materials, cash, finished goods, spare parts,
consumables, etc., are referred to as current assets. Intangible assets consist of, but not
limited to, patents, licenses, software, intellectual property, etc., [14]. In accordance with
the asset structure proposed by Amadi-Echendu [15], which mirrors the assets defined in
accounting and financial language, adjustments have been made to align more closely
with assets in the manufacturing sector. The resulting tailored manufacturing asset
structure is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure. 2.2 Manufacturing asset structures. Based on [15]
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Manufacturing is a complex process involving numerous factors and challenges that
businesses must consider to achieve their key objectives. Engineering assets play a critical
role in manufacturing, enabling companies to fabricate products, maintain quality, achieve
production goals, etc. The process typically involves moving the materials or products
along a conveyor belt or other automated system, with each station or work area along
the line performing a specific task or operation. Those materials, semi-finished goods
and finished goods, along with spare parts and other consumables typically classified as
current assets, are diverse and can vary in distinct types of manufacturing. Engineering
assets used in manufacturing systems, which may be referred to as manufacturing assets,
are diverse and can vary based on factors such as the complexity of the production
process, the type of products being manufactured, and the raw materials required.

It is not uncommon for a manufacturing system to have a wide variety of equipment and
machinery. For example, an automotive assembly factory may include robots for welding
and painting, assembly machines for assembling parts, conveyor belts for transporting
materials, and testing equipment for checking product quality [16]. A dairy product
manufacturer may have pasteurizers, homogenizers, cheese-making equipment (including
vats, curd cutters, presses, molds, etc.), packaging and labeling equipment [17]. A
steelmaking facility may be equipped with blast furnaces, basic oxygen furnaces, electric
arc furnaces, continuous casting machines, rolling mills, surface-treating equipment, and
other material handling equipment [18].

Apart from those diverse equipment and machinery, manufacturing systems may also share
some elements in common, like conveyor belts, utility systems, waste management systems,
transportation equipment, etc. Software, Information Technology (IT) and Operational
Technology (OT), licenses, patents, etc., are often tightly connected or integrated with
above-mentioned assets. For example, a chemical manufacturing company may need to
purchase production technology licenses for certain products from a licensor. Enterprise
software or Enterprise Application Software (EAS) are widely used by organizations to
manage and automate their business processes across departments. Some common types
of such software are Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing Execution
System (MES), Supply Chain Management (SCM), etc. Along with IT, OT is a vital
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part of manufacturing system. OT has historically been associated with industrial
settings and encompasses the hardware and software systems in charge of controlling
and executing activities on the shop floor. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA), Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and Computerized Numerical Control
(CNC) machining systems are examples of such technologies.

The manufacturing industry has been increasingly competitive to achieve lower prices,
higher product quality, and stronger customer loyalty, especially with the rise of techno-
logical advancement in recent years. Regarding the circumstances, understanding the
value chain framework can provide businesses with a systematic way of assessing their
manufacturing assets and their contributions to the overall value-generating process. As
a result, they can improve their overall efficiency, streamline processes, as well as increase
customer values, drive innovations, and manage risks.

With a similar emphasis on the sequence of activities related to the production and
delivery of products to customers, the manufacturing value chain can be effectively
depicted by the generic value chain model proposed by Michael E. Porter [19]. This
model provides deeper insights into the value creation process and offers strategies to
differentiate enterprises from their competitors.

The generic model of a value chain within an organization comprises primary activities
and support activities (Figure 2.3). The primary activities include five main stages of
value creation as follows:

• Inbound logistics refers to obtaining and handling the required input for the
production or manufacturing process throughout various functions such as material
handling, warehousing, and inventory management.

• Operations comprises activities involving actual production to convert raw mate-
rials into the final product form, namely processing, assembly, packaging, testing,
maintenance, and quality control of the product.

• Outbound logistics involves storing, handling, and distributing completed prod-
ucts to customers and vendors.
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• Marketing and sales encompass strategies that aim to capture customers’
attention and promote the sale of goods through various means such as advertising,
sales promotions, and public relations.

• Service provides customer support and resolves any issues or concerns that con-
sumers may have with the products to maintain their products’ values, consisting
of various sorts of activities like installation, maintenance, training, (spare) parts
supply, and product adjustment/calibration.

Figure. 2.3 The generic value chain proposed by [19]

Another critical part of the value chain is the support activities. These activities help
optimize the primary activities and ensure that the overall value chain operates smoothly
and efficiently. There are four main support activities:

• Procurement is the process of obtaining raw materials, commodities, and services
required for a company’s operations.

• Technological development includes activities such as research and development,
improvement of existing products, and creation of new ones needed for a company’s
growth.

• Human resources management is the process of recruiting, training, developing,
and retaining employees. These activities are pivotal to a company’s business since
they ensure that competent personnel with essential skills and expertise to carry
out their work are always available.
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• Infrastructure refers to the physical and organizational structures that are neces-
sary to support a company’s operations. This includes not only buildings, equipment,
transportation systems, and communication systems but also other activities like
general management, planning, finance, accounting, quality management, etc.

The value chain model developed by Michael Porter provides a framework for con-
ceptualizing how businesses create value through a series of interconnected activities.
Traditionally, the model adopts a firm-centric viewpoint, observing value creation as an
internal process occurring within an isolated organization.

A conventional firm-centric perspective of the value chain is evolving due to, but not
limited to, the following trends:

• Globalization: Businesses today frequently operate on a global scale where
materials are procured from all over the globe, production occurs in multiple
locations, and products are distributed to international markets. This has resulted
in an increasingly complex global value chain [20][21].

• Digitalization: The introduction of digital technologies has drastically altered
how value is created. A variety of products and services now incorporate data,
software, and digital platforms as integral elements [22][20][21].

• Interconnected ecosystems: Businesses tend to co-create value with a network
of partners, suppliers, and clients. The boundaries between companies are becoming
less rigid, and multiple parties are frequently involved in the creation of value
[22][21].

• Sustainability: Increasing attention is being placed on the social and ecological
impacts of industrial operations. Circular or sustainable value chains seek to
minimize waste generation, reduce carbon footprint, and improve equality in society
[21].

Due to the dynamic nature of value chains, there has been a paradigm shift towards a
network-centric perspective, commonly referred to as a value network. A value network
is an ecosystem where organizations and/or individuals cooperate to benefit the whole
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group. The connections between them might be physical or intangible, reflecting a change
from the traditional linear value chain model [23][24].

Consider the example illustrating the global smartphone industry by [25], leading firms
such as Apple, Huawei, and Samsung operate under strong brands and are responsible
for significant research and development, product design, and specifications. However,
these companies rely on sourcing components and technologies from third-party suppliers.
All of these specialized components, such as chipsets, have their own global supply
chains, for example, they are designed by a specialized American company, fabricated in
China, and packaged in Malaysia before reaching the end-user. Furthermore, smartphone
manufacturers must have access to interoperability and connectivity standards technology,
which is provided by firms such as Nokia, Ericsson, Qualcomm, and others. These
technologies are typically licensed independently, which necessitates the payment of
licensing fees. Smartphones require software to function, including a mobile operating
system and many other mobile apps, which third parties frequently provide. The final
product is often assembled by large contract manufacturers such as Flextronics, Foxconn,
and Wistron, whereas Samsung has in-house factories for assembly. Finally, distribution
and retail vary among companies. Apple operates their own online and physical stores,
whereas Android phone producers rely on regular distributors and retail outlets. The
smartphone industry’s worldwide value chain is dynamic and subject to changes driven
by evolving technology and consumer preferences. Lead firms may shift away from
established suppliers, develop high-value components and intellectual property internally,
and experiment with new manufacturers or assembly locations to meet high demand.

It is evident that a finished smartphone is the result of a complex value network. Value is
not simply added in a linear, step-by-step process. Instead, it’s created through a complex
network of interactions between various players. Understanding this network helps the
smartphone company enhance their offering, whether by sourcing better components,
partnering with preferred third-party suppliers, or encouraging them to create better
applications and improve the operating systems.

Having similar observations, [26] pointed out that evaluating a company’s performance
or value creation alone is neither meaningful nor relevant. This is due to the fact that
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a variety of internal and external factors contribute to the rapid growth of network
activities across industries. For example, changes in the business environment, product
complexities, international customer’s diverse needs, and preferences, which go beyond
the basic requirements, possibilities for location-based cost advantages, requirements
for certain skill sets and supply that cannot be met in-house, associated risks, adoption
of previously unconventional technologies, cooperation in procurement and logistics
activities. Given these dynamics, it is crucial to include the associated network and the
corresponding value creation points in assessments of a business’s value chain. Without
doing so, evaluations may lack accuracy and fail to provide meaningful insights into
the overall business value chain. Therefore, it is essential to take a holistic view that
encompasses network dynamics and its impact on value creation.

2.3 Challenges of the manufacturing industry

One of the biggest concerns in the manufacturing industry is “quality”. To maintain
quality standards, defect and anomaly detection is absolutely critical since defective
products have reportedly caused recalls costing over $2 billion between 2012 and 2017
[27].

The supply chain is an essential aspect of the manufacturing industry, involving a variety
of activities and entities, from the procurement of raw materials to the delivery of
finished products to consumers. However, many factors ranging from global distress and
extreme weather to supplier incapacity or product recalls, may considerably influence
the effectiveness and efficiency of the supply chain. According to Deloitte’s latest supply
chain investigation in 2022, 80% of surveyed industry leaders witnessed “heavy” to “very
heavy” disruption in their supply chains over the last 18 months [3]. Because of this
vulnerability, it is critical for organizations to gain more visibility into their supply chains
in order to build resilience while maintaining a competitive advantage. In response to
this issue, many manufacturers are adopting various digital technologies due to their
growing immediate accessibility to enhance monitoring and management of their supply
chain and generally improve visibility [3][28].
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However, despite the benefits of such digital platforms, the manufacturing sector still con-
fronts difficulties because of a lack of interoperability across different platforms spanning
IT and OT. Most businesses run many IT systems in parallel and with conventional OT,
which are either only partially integrated or completely incompatible [28]. In addition,
although data may be invaluable, the associated expense of gathering data from multiple
sources may be prohibitively costly.

Another major concern of the manufacturing sector is unplanned downtime caused by
machine failure due to the inability to predict machine and equipment failure in advance.
That failed equipment primarily causes production disruptions and may cause a ripple
effect throughout the whole operation. Such interruptions may pose a negative impact
on an organization’s entire supply chain, causing delays, unnecessary costs, and possibly
damaging consumer relationships. Moreover, due to inflations, higher production capacity,
and overall higher cost of resources and workforce, downtime is getting much more costly
yearly. For example, according to a new report from Siemens, the world’s 500 biggest
manufacturers are expected to lose over $1.5 trillion in 2023, approximately 11% of their
annual revenue, almost double that of 2019 [29].

In modern manufacturing, product design and development must deal with the rising
difficulties of complexity and customization. The growing consumer demand for mul-
tifunctional and technologically advanced products calls for highly complex designs,
demanding validation procedures, and meticulous interdisciplinary coordination. Poor
management of this complexity can result in design flaws, production issues, waste of
resources, and potential damage to the company’s competitive position. Concurrently,
increasing consumer demand for customized products requires a change from conventional
mass production towards more flexible manufacturing methods. Deloitte [30] reported
that over 50% of customers showed interest in buying personalized or custom-made
products. Maintaining an appropriate balance between customization and operational
efficiency becomes crucially significant in order to prevent a surge of production expenses,
extended lead times, and potential flaws in the product. Furthermore, it also adds a layer
of complexity to supply chain management and inventory control due to the requirement
for a wider variety of components or raw materials.
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These challenges lay the foundation for developing the conceptual model for cloud
adoption presented in Section 3.1. They also serve as important points of reference for
identifying principal challenges for analyzing industrial benchmarks discussed in Section
3.2.

2.4 Digitalization and digital technologies

Despite being a common “buzzword”, digitalization does not have a universal definition,
and different authors have their own idea based on various contexts. According to Oxford
English Dictionary [31], digitalization refers to “the adoption or increase in the use of
digital or computer technology by an organization, industry, country, etc.” Meanwhile,
digitalization or digital transformation can be defined as “the changes that digital technol-
ogy causes or influences in all aspects of human life” [32, p. 689]. Shukla [33] stated that
a company’s adoption of digital technology to streamline existing processes across all
divisions is known as digital transformation; it’s a campaign to strengthen their existing
systems regarding value creation, innovation and overall experience. Parviainen et al. [34]
generally concluded the term as shifts in working practices, roles and responsibilities, and
business offerings brought about by adopting digital tools within an organization or in the
organization’s setting. An establishment of the Norwegian Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Fisheries, Digital21, outlined that digitalization is about using the opportunities
offered by digital enabling technologies to improve, innovate and create new things.
Therefore, digitalization is not only about technology but also about the willingness and
ability to change [35].

Throughout this thesis, the terms “digitalization” and “digital transformation” are
interchangeable, and both refer to the use of digital technology by organizations to
optimize current procedures and workflows across all departments and enhance the
general experience for internal and external stakeholders. This is an essential strategy
to upgrade and innovate their existing infrastructure, demonstrating the desire and
capability to transform it into the best shape.
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Digitalization of information-rich processes can reduce costs by up to 90% and improve
turnaround times significantly. Additionally, replacing paper-based methods with auto-
matic data collection software enables businesses to gain better insights into their process
performance, cost drivers, and risk sources [36]. The opportunities offered by digital
technologies will naturally be perceived and exploited differently in different industries
and different companies, from those that use disruptive technologies to deliver products,
goods, or services in entirely new ways or with a different benefit to those that are
content to streamline operational processes [35]. Thus, the impact of digitalization and
the goals of digitalization for an organization may vary from improving ways of working
via digital means and re-planning internal processes to capturing external opportunities
(new services, new customers, etc.) or to shifting organizational roles and responsibilities
in a disruptive manner [34].

The digital transformation process across various industries is only made possible by the
emergence and rapid developments of some disruptive technologies, which will be discussed
in detail in the following sections, with Section 2.5 dedicated to cloud computing.

2.4.1 Artificial intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that specializes in creating
intelligent computers capable of doing tasks that would ordinarily need human intelligence,
such as visual and speech recognition, learning, reasoning, decision-making, and even
adapting to new situations. The primary goal of AI is to develop computer systems
that can reproduce human cognitive processes, capable of detecting patterns and making
predictions or evaluations based on the analysis results of massive volumes of data
[37][38].

2.4.1.1 Machine learning

Machine Learning (ML) is a component of AI that enables computer systems to learn
and improve their performance without having to be explicitly programmed [37] because
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certain tasks are too difficult or impossible to program, especially tasks accomplished
subconsciously. For example, recognizing handwriting is a skill that comes effortlessly to
humans, but programming a computer to do that effectively is quite challenging. Without
the help of ML techniques, computers, unlike humans, cannot easily discern patterns
in handwriting. A computer with ML algorithms has the ability to analyze and learn
from the data that is fed into it, allowing it to execute specific tasks and constantly
improve its performance [38]. Therefore, López-Gómez et al. [39] suggested that ML is
an essential building block of AI for numerous applications as it provides a foundation
for systems that can make independent decisions merely based on data analysis.

There are three main types of learning algorithms employed in ML: supervised, unsu-
pervised and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning algorithms are trained using
labeled data (“correct answer given”), for instance, when given product images with
labels “normal” or “anomaly” as the inputs, a trained model can predict the correct
label of a new image. Whereas, in unsupervised learning, the ML algorithm is fed with
unlabeled data (“no answer given”) and learns the patterns and structures in them. In
reinforcement learning, learning is strengthened by a reward and punishment system,
this allows the ML algorithms to continuously aim for maximum rewards, in other words,
the best possible output [37][38].

2.4.1.2 Computer Vision

Computer Vision (CV) is a field of AI that extracts semantic information from digital
photos, videos, and other visual media. This technology allows computers to “see”
and “understand” the content of images and utilize that intelligence for various useful
applications such as identification, navigation, and augmented reality [40][41], especially
in this era when cameras and visual media are present everywhere.

It is scientifically proven that human vision is considered among the best in the animal
kingdom [42]. In addition, humans have years of experience in perceiving and differentiat-
ing objects. That briefly explains how effortlessly we perform such functions; meanwhile,
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CV algorithms, which often have limited exposure to digital images taken by cameras,
struggle to mimic these intellectual abilities accurately [40][41].

Despite the numerous challenges, CV has successfully established its position in various
industries and applications [40][43]. The CV market will continue expanding, with an
estimated value of $11.22 billion in 2021 [44]. For example, smartphone producers use
CV for quality inspection, allowing them to simultaneously inspect and detect defective
Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) [45]. An automated industrial arm is empowered by CV
to pick items from storage containers and place them into smaller boxes for shipping
[46]. Testing self-driving cars are now able to drive as well as humans do in the
tested environment, suggesting massive potential for the next citywide autonomous
transportation project [47].

2.4.2 Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) was coined by Kevin Ashton in 1999, referring to the
wireless networks of sensors, equipment, machines, computers, hardware, software, etc.,
and the Internet. This interconnectivity enables them to collect and exchange data over
the Internet without the help of humans [48].

IEEE has defined it as follows:

“IoT refers to any systems of interconnected people, physical objects, and
IT platforms, as well as any technology to better build, operate, and manage
the physical world via pervasive data collection, smart networking, predictive
analytics, and deep optimization [49, p. 3].”

The combined power of numerous digital technologies, such as wireless networks, cloud
computing, big data, AI, ML, etc., enables and promotes the implication of IoT [39].
At the same time, it has a wide range of applications in different fields, such as the
manufacturing industry, energy, transportation, healthcare, entertainment, public services,
etc.[49][50][51]. The implementation of IoT in manufacturing contexts is commonly known
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as the Industrial Internet of things (IIoT). Apart from the above mentioned technologies,
IIoT also integrates communication and automation technologies that are already in
place on the industrial shop floors [39].

2.4.3 Big data analytics

The widespread adoption of IoT will lead to a huge rise in the amount of data created,
which is often known as big data. Although there is no globally recognized definition
of big data, it is commonly defined by five fundamental characteristics [52]: 1. A large
volume of data; 2. The variety of data types; 3. Data creation at a high velocity; 4. Data
produced has high business value; 5. Data’s correctness and accurate can be verified.
Alternatively, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has defined
big data as follows:

“Big Data consists of extensive data sets — primarily in the characteristics
of volume, variety, velocity, and/or variability — that require a scalable
architecture for efficient storage, manipulation, and analysis [53, p. 5].”

Despite the numerous advantages and opportunities offered by big data, its development
creates significant technological challenges. Traditional information technology infras-
tructure, data management, and analysis methodologies are particularly unprepared to
handle the rapidly growing and increasing complexity of big data. Therefore, big data
analysis demands new software, database systems, and analytical tools to fully exploit
its value to give semantic insights about processes in real-time [39][54].
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2.5 Cloud computing

According to Mell & Grance, cloud computing refers to:

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction [55, p. 2].”

Meanwhile, cloud computing also implies the provision of various on-demand services,
including servers, databases, storage, analytics, networking, etc., via the Internet, enabling
customers to pay for only what they use when needed [5][56].

Mell & Grance [55] have also presented five characteristics of cloud computing services
as follows:

• On-demand self-service refers to a Cloud Service Customer (CSC)’s ability to
automatically and independently provision as-needed computing resources, such
as network storage and server time, without interacting directly with individual
service providers.

• Broad network access indicates the ability of CSCs to access resources and
services provided by a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) over a network from anywhere,
at any time, through a variety of client devices such as mobile phones, tablets,
laptops, workstations, etc. This access is enabled by standard protocols, such
as Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), etc., used to
establish connections between the client devices and the CSPs [57].

• Resource pooling refers to CSPs offering their computing resources as a pool that
is logically divided and allocated among CSCs based on their demands using a multi-
tenant model. It allows two or more CSCs to share various virtual resources, such
as storage, computing capacity, and bandwidth, with their own virtual environment
[57].
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• Rapid elasticity indicates the ability of cloud computing services to rapidly scale
(grow or shrink its capacity) based on CSC needs. It relates to horizontal scaling,
even though it is not always automated, it is considered unlimited, and any amount
may be allotted.

• Measured service refers to a CSP’s capability to automatically monitor, control
and notify CSCs of the consumption of their resources. It offers transparency as
well as the optimization of resource utilization.

CSPs are businesses that offer a variety of computing services through the internet,
commonly referred to as the “cloud”. These services are often divided into three groups,
i.e., SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, and range from basic storage and processing services to more
advanced analytics, AI, ML, etc., capabilities. These will be discussed further in the
upcoming sections.

CSPs have played a vital role in the digital transformation of businesses across sectors,
allowing them to utilize cloud services and take advantage of those in their systems for
improvement, innovation, and evolution. Organizations are enabled to scale their IT
structures, build and manage customized applications, collect and analyze data efficiently,
and capitalize on emerging technologies in a flexible and cost-effective manner.

Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft, and Google are among the most dominant cloud-
based solution providers, known for their technical capacity, innovative services, and broad
industrial understanding. Gartner, a leading research and consulting firm, has verified
their position in the field, classifying them as the leader in the Magic Quadrant for Cloud
Infrastructure and Platform Services in 2022 (Figure 2.4). This award recognizes their
proven track record and ability to influence industries with revolutionary technologies.
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Figure. 2.4 Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure and Platform Services [58]

2.5.1 Cloud service models

Cloud services are categorized into three types of service models, such as Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). The
primary difference between these three models is the level of control and responsibilities
shared by CSC and CSP, shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure. 2.5 Share responsibilities between CSP and CSC [59]

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) typically provides CSCs access to computers
(virtual or physical servers), storage spaces, network features, and other fundamental
computing resources. CSCs have the maximum flexibility and administrative control of
their IT resources. While they manage and control their own software, including operating
systems and applications, CSPs take care of expenses and difficulties in purchasing and
managing the physical infrastructures [5][56][55].

Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides CSCs with an application-hosting environment
with supported tools, services, libraries, and programming languages. It allows CSCs
to bypass managing underlying infrastructure, including operating systems which are
entirely in charge by CSPs. Thus, they can focus only on developing their software
applications and have control over deploying and managing them [5][56][55].

Software as a Service (SaaS) provides CSCs with a complete product they can
connect to and use over the internet through a web browser or program interface. CSCs
do not have to worry about how to maintain and update applications or manage the
underlying infrastructure, which CSPs are responsible for, they just need to think about
how they will use that service [5][56][55].
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2.5.1.1 Cloud service categories

Cloud computing services are classified into the following categories: compute, storage,
database, analytics, networking, ML, IoT, etc.

• Compute services provide virtual servers, containers, and serverless computing
for running applications and services, e.g., Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon
EC2), AWS Lambda, Azure Functions, etc.

• Storage services provide several data storage types, including object storage,
block storage, and file storage, e.g., Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3),
Azure Blob Storage, Azure Data Lake Storage, etc.

• Database services offer managed relational and NoSQL databases, as well as data
warehousing and data lake services, e.g., Amazon Aurora, Amazon DynamoDB,
Azure SQL Database, etc.

• Analytics services enable businesses to analyze large volumes of data to gain
insights and make informed decisions, e.g., Amazon EMR, Amazon Kinesis, Azure
Synapse Analytics, Azure Databricks, etc.

• Networking services provide tools for managing and connecting networks and
resources securely, e.g., Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC), Azure
Virtual Network, Azure ExpressRoute, etc.

• ML services enable businesses to build, train, and deploy ML models and integrate
them into their applications, e.g., Amazon Lookout for Vision, Amazon SageMaker,
Azure Machine Learning, etc.

• IoT services offer the capability to connect, manage, and analyze data from
connected devices, e.g., Amazon IoT SiteWise, Amazon IoT Greengrass, Azure IoT
Hub, Azure IoT Edge, etc.

Below are some examples of the categories indicated above, which will be addressed more
in the sections 3.2 and 3.3 of this thesis.

• Amazon Lookout for Vision is a fully managed ML service that utilizes CV to
detect anomalies in manufacturing products/processes at scale. This service allows
manufacturers to automate their visual inspection process with an easy-to-use
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interface and no ML/CV expertise [60][61]. Amazon Lookout for Vision enables
manufacturers to quickly train and deploy an ML model into their operation with
a small training data set. The service is also easily integrated into the existing
infrastructure. By providing a feedback mechanism, the service allows users to
review the model predictions, verify their accuracy, and re-train the model if needed
to ensure it meets their performance targets [61].

• AWS Panorama is a set of ML devices and a Software Development Kit (SDK)
that enable users to add CV to their already installed cameras to analyze video
streams in real time and automatically make accurate predictions at the edge
with low latency [62]. AWS Panorama simplifies the CV process by making it
easier to use live video streams to enhance operations that conventionally need
visual inspection and monitoring, like quality evaluation, defects detection, safety
inspection, etc. [63].

• Amazon S3 is an object storage service that provides best-in-class scalability,
data availability, security, and performance. Using cost-effective storage classes and
user-friendly administration tools, Amazon S3 helps minimize expenses, organize
data, and establish tailored access control to meet organizational and compliance
requirements [64].

• AWS IoT SiteWise is a fully managed service that facilitates the efficient
collection, storage, organization, and monitoring of industrial equipment data on a
large scale. This service makes valuable insights into industrial operations accessible
to businesses by configuring and monitoring metrics like Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF) and Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). Furthermore, AWS
IoT SiteWise Edge allows for data processing and viewing directly on on-premises
devices [65].

• Azure Data Factory is a cloud-based data integration service enabling organiza-
tions to create, schedule, and manage data pipelines that can move and transform
data from various sources and destinations [66].

• Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 1) is a cloud-based storage solution intended
for scalable and secure storage of massive volumes of structured, semi-structured,
and unstructured data in its original format. The service provides unlimited storage
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capacity, high performance, and compatibility with essential analytics platforms
for ingestion, processing, and visualization [67].

• Azure Blob Storage is a cloud-based storage service intended to store vast
volumes of unstructured data, such as text, photos, audio, video files, etc., as
"blobs" (Binary Large Objects). It offers an intuitive method for storing and
accessing data, with the option to scale up or down as needed [68].

• Azure Data Lake Store Gen2 combines every key feature of Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen1 and Azure Blob Storage into a single service [69].

• Azure SQL Database is a cloud-based relational database that arranges data
into the form of tables. It automatically allocates necessary resources, handles
updates and backups, and provides serverless computing and hyperscale storage that
quickly responds to changing needs. This service also contains tools for monitoring
database usage and protecting data from unauthorized access [70].

• Azure HDInsight is a fully managed cloud-based service that delivers a scalable
and secure environment for executing big data workloads of commonly used frame-
works like Hadoop, Spark, or Kafka. It effectively simplifies the deployment and
management of big data processing without the need for hardware installation [71].

• Azure Databricks is an analytics service that offers streamlined workflows and a
collaborative workspace that enables data scientists, data engineers, and business
analysts to develop and run large-scale data processing and analytics workloads
[72].

• Azure IoT Hub is a managed service featuring a secured and reliable communi-
cation channel for sending and receiving data from billions of IoT devices. This
service allows for understanding the conditions of IoT devices and establishing
message routes to other Azure services without writing any code. In addition, it
can provide necessary tools for secure, efficient, and scalable device management
and communication to extend solutions from the cloud to the edge [73].

• Azure IoT Edge is a service that deploys and manages cloud-native workloads
such as AI, Azure services and third-party services, or custom business solutions to
run directly on IoT devices. With this service, IoT devices can continue operating
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and performing necessary computations locally, even when they are offline or have
intermittent connectivity to the cloud [74].

• Azure Stream Analytics is a cloud-based real-time data streaming and analytics
solution that allows enterprises to process and analyze streaming data from a
variety of sources in real-time using a SQL-based query language [75].

• Azure Synapse Analytics is a cloud-based analytics service that includes data
integration, enterprise data warehousing, and big data analytics, along with a
flexible querying system [76].

• Azure Machine Learning is a cloud-based service that allows users to quickly
build, train, and deploy ML models in a collaborative environment with a drag-and-
drop interface. In addition, the platform offers scalable computing power, model
management, deployment, and monitoring features, while aligning with security
and compliance regulations [77].

• Power BI is a business analytics tool that allows users to easily visualize and
analyze data in real time, facilitating data-driven decision-making. It provides
an easy-to-use interface to generate interactive dashboards and charts and offers
tools for integrating numerous data sources. This service also features secure and
scalable data-sharing tools, allowing teams to cooperate and share insights in a
safe environment [78].

2.5.2 Cloud deployment models

The term “cloud deployment model” describes the process used to deploy and make a
cloud computing environment accessible to users. Three main cloud deployment types
are private cloud, public cloud, and hybrid cloud.

A private cloud is a cloud computing resource solely utilized by an organization or
a group of businesses [79]. It can be in the company’s own data center or hosted by
a third-party provider. The company’s IT department is responsible for managing
the private cloud, similar to conventional data center ownership since the services and
infrastructure of a private cloud are maintained within a private network [80]. However,
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it still offers some of the advantages of a public cloud, like elasticity, scalability, service-
based computing as compared to on-premises infrastructure [81], and also more control
and flexibility [7].

In a public cloud, the CSP owns and manages all hardware, software, and other
supporting infrastructure and delivers cloud resources publicly via the Internet for
open use. Thus, customers can take most of the advantages of the cloud, such as no
maintenance, scalability, reliability, etc. It offers lower costs to deploy IT solutions,
especially for small or medium-sized businesses [81][82].

A hybrid cloud is a composition of public and private clouds through a technology
that enables data and applications to be transferred between them [55]. With data and
application portability, a hybrid cloud offers the company better flexibility, additional
deployment options, and optimization options for existing infrastructure, security, and
compliance [80].

2.5.3 Advantages of cloud computing

Adopting cloud computing has several benefits for enterprises, the most notable of which
is its cost-effectiveness. It shifts from capital to operational expense while eliminating
the upfront expenditures associated with purchasing hardware and software as well as
establishing and administrating on-site data centers. Thus, companies only pay for the
resources they actually use at significantly reduced prices due to the CSPs’ massive
economies of scale. In the context of cloud computing, a CSP spreads all the costs
associated with its infrastructure, development, maintenance, and administration over
its large number of CSCs; as a result, the cost per user dramatically reduces [5][6][80].

With cloud computing, many demanding tasks associated with infrastructure management,
such as racking, stacking, and powering servers, etc., are offloaded to CSPs. This can
dramatically reduce the workload for in-house IT personnel, as a result increasing overall
productivity by allowing them to concentrate on other high-value tasks that are useful
for the business [5][6][80].
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Another significant benefit is the scalability of cloud services which allows companies to
scale up or down their infrastructure swiftly as required within a few minutes notice. IT
departments have long faced a considerable challenge in infrastructure capacity planning.
Due to the uncertain and changing nature of business environments, these estimations
usually end in a surplus of idle resources or an insufficient capacity, resulting in poor
system performance and the potential loss of business opportunities. By leveraging the
scalability offered by cloud computing, organizations can easily overcome these challenges.
This revolutionary change not only ensures optimal resource utilization but also frees up
valuable time and resources within the organization, enabling more focus on added-value
operations rather than the complex yet ineffective capacity planning [5][6][80].

In the cloud environment, access to new IT resources is virtually immediate, significantly
enhancing speed and agility compared to conventional IT settings, which are constrained
by hardware limitations and slow procurement processes. Businesses can take this
advantage to better respond to fluctuations in the market and seize available opportunities
while addressing critical issues. In addition, cloud computing encourages innovation by
making it easier for developers to test new ideas and design new applications. They
can rapidly spin up or retire instances, accelerating the development and deployment
processes. As a result, companies can uphold a competitive advantage by constantly
refining their goods and services [5][6][80].

In the traditional IT model, launching an application in a newly-targeted location includes
establishing servers, network connections, ensuring compliance with local legislation,
and so on. Since most CSPs have data centers worldwide, the process is considerably
simplified. CSCs can quickly deploy their apps in any of those locations with just a few
clicks. This brings the software closer to the end users, leading to lower latency and a
better user experience [5][6][80].

Cloud computing also enhances reliability by simplifying and reducing the expenses of
data backup, disaster recovery, and business resilience. Data is mirrored and stored at
numerous redundant locations within the CSP’s network. Additionally, CSPs, especially
reputable ones, continuously invest in state-of-the-art security technologies, and employ
top-tier security experts, to offer comprehensive security solutions, including a wide
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variety of policies, technologies, and controls that strengthen overall security posture,
helping to protect data, applications, and infrastructure from possible attacks [6][80].

2.6 Sustainability

With its extensive use of natural resources, energy usage, and carbon emissions, the
manufacturing industry has long been recognized as a significant contributor to the
ongoing climate crisis [83]. Governmental organizations around the globe have been intro-
ducing more stringent sets of standards or requirements to address these environmental
issues. The regulatory forces, together with the growing public awareness, have now
made manufacturers obliged to take the environmental impacts of their operations more
seriously. Recognizing the need for change, manufacturing companies are increasingly
incorporating environmental concerns into their development strategies by promoting
manufacturing processes that minimize environmental impact [84], such as applying
various approaches to reduce waste, optimize resource utilization, reduce their carbon
emissions, redesign products with better circularity, etc.

With the incorporation of these environmental considerations, manufacturers have been
able to not only mitigate their negative environmental effects but also realize numerous
benefits. One of the most immediate effects is cost savings, which come from less waste
generation and enhanced resource utilization efficiency. However, the benefits of these
more sustainable practices go beyond monetary [85][86][87]. It has been reported that
firms that implement sustainability initiatives can also recognize these intangible benefits,
such as improved brand reputation and its Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)
rating [88][89], easier talent recruitment and retention [85][87], increased innovation via
novel materials and processes [85].

Given these tangible and intangible advantages, it is clear that an innovative type of
manufacturing must include not only economic viability but also environmental and
social responsibility. Therefore, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency defined:
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“Sustainable manufacturing is the creation of manufactured products through
economically-sound processes that minimize negative environmental impacts
while conserving energy and natural resources. Sustainable manufacturing
also enhances employee, community, and product safety [87].”

However, the journey toward sustainable manufacturing is complex, requiring significant
changes and investments [86]. Despite setting an ambitious sustainability target, many
industrial players are failing to keep track of meeting their targets [85][90]. For example,
87% of surveyed organizations aim to be carbon neutral by 2040, but only 51% align
targets with the Paris Agreement’s goals, and over 90% struggle to scale up their
sustainability measures [85].

Manufacturing companies may boost their sustainability and ensure profitable develop-
ment with the support of innovation that is powered by data and technological advances.
Many businesses are beginning to use cloud computing as the first essential brick in
building the technological foundation for their smart and sustainable manufacturing [86].
With the cloud as an enabler in place, utilizing emerging digital technologies like IoT,
AI, ML, digital twins, etc., becomes more accessible and may significantly improve oper-
ational productivity and efficiency. According to the Association of German Engineers,
applying digital technologies in industrial settings has the potential to reduce carbon
emissions by 20% and boost resource efficiency by 25% [91]. By enabling monitoring
production conditions in real-time and identifying any necessary repairs or replacements
for industrial assets in advance of incidents, IoT devices combined with AI and big data
analytics may increase manufacturing transparency, extend their useful time and avoid
breaks down.

In summary, this Section 2.6 has covered a broad overview of the sustainability trends in
manufacturing, setting the context and emphasizing the importance of sustainable prac-
tices. The significance of sustainability in the manufacturing sector will be underscored
through a progressive and layered approach throughout the following sections. Section
3.3.4 will expand the foundation understanding obtained here and shed light on how
each cloud-based solution can contribute towards sustainability while solving distinct
challenges in different areas through analysis of several industrial benchmarks case stud-
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ies. The connection between sustainability and manufacturing challenges, specifically
within the food manufacturing industry context, will be further explored in Section 4.2.
The section will emphasize the inherent intertwining of manufacturing challenges and
sustainability objectives. Consequently, in Chapter 6, the study also offers actionable
recommendations for enhancing sustainability ratings within a representative third-party
service provider’s operations. By doing these, the research underscores the importance of
aligning digital transformation goals with sustainability objectives, ultimately paving a
path towards a more sustainable and digitalized future in manufacturing.



Chapter 3

Developing a conceptual model for
cloud adaption in manufacturing and
selecting industry benchmarks

The manufacturing sector’s inherent diversity with distinct application areas, each having
unique requirements and assets, introduces considerable complexity in adopting cloud
technologies. It is especially challenging for manufacturers unfamiliar with the excess
of cloud services. This complexity extends to the decision-making process due to the
distinct features and potential benefits each cloud service offers. The dynamic nature
of the manufacturing business adds new layers of complexity as evolving needs and
challenges arise. Collectively, these intricacies highlight the necessity for a conceptual
model for cloud adoption within the manufacturing sector. Such a model would address
these challenges through a structured approach considering the specific requirements and
assets of different manufacturing application areas. It ensures that the selected cloud
solutions are tailored and optimally utilized to meet each scenario’s unique needs in the
ever-evolving industry landscape.

This chapter starts with the developed conceptual model in Section 3.1 and then investi-
gates its relevance and applicability to finding cloud solutions for addressing manufacturing
challenges through the lens of industrial benchmarks in Section 3.2. These benchmarks
serve as valuable references and sources of inspiration, displaying successful examples of
how cloud computing, coupled with other novel technologies, has been applied to address
manufacturing challenges in the real world. I further explore and analyze the solutions
offered by cloud computing in various application areas, paying specific attention to how
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they address different needs and challenges within the manufacturing industry and their
key features and components in Section 3.3. This understanding, in turn, facilitates
acceptance of cloud adoption, enabling manufacturers to drive positive transformations
in their operational practices.

3.1 The conceptual model for cloud adoption in man-

ufacturing

The manufacturing sector is constantly evolving, especially with the emergence of digital
technologies and the increasing focus on sustainability. Manufacturers are facing several
obstacles in this setting outlined in Section 2.3, including complex product design,
constant adaptation to evolving and more stringent quality standards, the need for
more effective supply chain management, and the obligation to fulfill sustainability
requirements, etc. Such challenges pose the need for effective, scalable, and innovative
solutions that take full advantage of the potential of digital technologies. At the same
time, cloud-based services have emerged as a disruptive solution with the ability to tackle
these industrial difficulties thanks to their inherent flexibility, scalability, agility, and
cost-effectiveness.

However, cloud technology can be complex and unfamiliar to many individuals within the
manufacturing industry, leading to a lack of understanding of how cloud services work,
their potential applications, and their specific advantages to different manufacturing
areas.

Adopting cloud technology in the manufacturing industry indicates a paradigm shift
in operations that goes beyond the mere installation of new software or hardware.
Determining the best fit of cloud services for the unique demands and requirements of
various application areas within the manufacturing landscape is a complex process.

Given the wide variety of cloud services available in the market, it is critical to note that
not all solutions are equally beneficial for every application area within manufacturing.
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This difference comes from the unique nature of each application area, each presenting
its own unique set of requirements and constraints, as well as the assets that must be
leveraged effectively. While some areas might derive significant value from adopting
certain cloud applications, others might require distinct solutions tailored to fulfill their
unique requirements and effectively leverage the available manufacturing assets.

These considerations underline the need for a structured approach by connecting the
specifications of existing manufacturing assets or processes with equivalent cloud solutions
to identify the most appropriate options that fully unlock the potential of the cloud in
addressing the specific needs of each manufacturing application area effectively. Moreover,
as the manufacturing industry, along with its needs and challenges, continue to evolve,
the conceptual model can provide a flexible framework that can be adapted to future
changes, ensuring the relevance and effectiveness of cloud solutions.

To achieve this, I have developed a conceptual model for cloud adoption. This model,
illustrated in Figure 3.1 and elaborated below, connects manufacturing assets, needs,
and application areas to corresponding cloud-based solutions:

Figure. 3.1 The Conceptual model for cloud adoption in manufacturing

• Challenges/needs are what kinds of problems the company faces right now or what
requirements and objectives they aim to fulfill/achieve.
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• Application areas are the specific domains in which the firm intends to apply
cloud-based solutions to address their challenges/needs.

• Manufacturing assets include a manufacturer’s physical and digital resources, such
as machinery, equipment, instruments, technologies, software, data, etc.

• Cloud-based solutions refer to the most suitable cloud services or combinations of
services determined in relation to the manufacturing assets, needs, and application
areas.

3.2 Selecting industry benchmarks

The range and complexity of cloud solutions in the manufacturing sector are tremendous.
Various application areas can benefit from adopting cloud-based solutions, each with
its unique context, needs, and challenges. An investigation of all potential application
areas and corresponding case studies would be a significant task beyond the scope of
a single study. The selection of three application areas is a practical and reasonable
approach for this study. Therefore, I decided to focus on quality control, supply chain
management, and maintenance, presented in Section 2.3, and have them analyzed in more
depth, understand each specific context, and extract meaningful insights. The following
describes various novel technologies that potentially solve the challenges mentioned above.

Defective products pose a significant challenge in terms of quality control. To address this
issue, visual inspection has emerged as one of the most common and effective methods
for detecting defects or anomalies. Throughout the digital transformation, conventional
visual inspection with human naked eyes has evolved into automated visual inspection
utilizing emerging technologies. Many manufacturers are turning to ML and CV for
defect detection to reduce costs and increase product quality, productivity, and safety.
Compared to manual inspection, the smart solution can raise anomaly detection rate by
up to 90% and productivity by 50% potentially becoming a $130 billion market by 2025
[37].
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In supply chain management, due to the diverse data sources, interoperability issues
and the associated costs, it is crucial to carefully select and align data with the desired
outcomes of each organization to guarantee profitable utilization. In response, manufac-
turers are developing a unified platform that is capable of integrating diverse data from
production through logistics to consumption across the supply chain, allowing improved
cooperation and efficiency across businesses.

The application of predictive maintenance plays a pivotal role in mitigating unexpected
downtime due to machine breakdown. This approach plays a crucial role in reducing
costs and boosting productivity by utilizing advanced technologies to predict and prevent
equipment failure. IoT sensors can be used to monitor machinery and equipment in real
time, accumulating vast information about their performance and condition. In addition,
AI, ML, and advanced data analytics can process these data to identify breakdown
patterns and symptoms. With this approach, any potential failure can be addressed and
prevented prior to causing damage.

The following industrial benchmarks with similar problems outlined above demonstrate
how cloud computing empowers other digital technologies to tackle and transform
operations within the manufacturing setting.

3.2.1 Cloud-based ML and CV for quality control

A large-scale food manufacturing firm has implemented CV to assist workers with time-
consuming tasks. But they wanted to further improve productivity, efficiency, and safety
at their plants by incorporating it with ML. For example, operators used to painstakingly
inspect thousands of product carriers in every shift to identify faulty pins to prevent
damage to humans, operations, and products. Therefore, Amazon Lookout for Vision
is employed to automate the quality inspection process in production lines using CV,
without the need of prior ML expertise. In addition, now that the camera system is
already in place, AWS Panorama, a system of edge devices typically performing data
processing close to the data source, and only transmitting necessary data to the cloud
for further analysis. Since streaming and processing video feeds in the cloud necessitates
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significant network bandwidth, the system is a perfect choice to integrate seamlessly and
bring CV to those existing on-premises cameras, which can lower latency to/from the
cloud and save bandwidth costs.

Figure. 3.2 Video processing and model training process [92]

The general approach for this solution could be broken down into five stages as demon-
strated in Figure 3.2. The process starts with a simple object detection model on the
AWS Panorama device where interested objects are detected and cropped from video
streams as images. This object detection model could be any CV model of desire, either
in-house models, or pre-built models from AWS or from third-party providers [63]. Then
those images are imported into Amazon Lookout for Vision for labeling as normal
or faulty. Once images are labeled, they are stored on Amazon S3 as a data set that
is later used by Amazon Lookout for Vision to train its anomaly detection model.
After these steps, the model can process data in image format.

Continue onto the video processing phase, as objects constantly move across the video
frame, the same object could be detected more than once resulting in wasting processing
resources. An inference code is therefore developed to avoid duplicated images from
being sent to Amazon Lookout for Vision for anomaly classification and also track
those objects’ locations. Finally, the trained model together with inference scripts and
other configurations, are packaged into a single cloud-based container which is ready
to be deployed to AWS Panorama. Once deployed, the model is copied from AWS
Cloud to on-premises AWS Panorama-enabled devices and constantly performs object
inspection for anomalies in every video frame. When an anomaly is detected, images
of the defect are sent to and stored in Amazon S3, while the associated metadata is
collected, structured and visualized by AWS IoT SiteWise. These data are compiled
into an automatic alert email, triggered by a Lambda function, to plant employees at the
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end of each shift, so that immediate corrective actions can be taken during the next shift
change. The Amazon Lookout for Vision model performs its task brilliantly at over
99% accuracy rate [92].

The designed and integrated infrastructure, applications and services utilized at the plant
above could be easily replicated for different projects involving visual quality control for
manufacturing firms. As these enterprises often own conveyor belts in various operations,
this solution can solve the challenge of automatically detecting and tracking anomalies in
fast-moving production lines without interrupting the processes. AWS has demonstrated
this use case applied to various food processing lines (bakery, confection, eggs, tomatoes,
cookies, etc.) and many other manufacturing industries, namely automotive, electronics,
steelmaking and pharmaceutical industries [61].

Companies can also utilize this solution in cases of detecting complex objects or foreign
materials of different shapes, colors or transparency features (for example, glass or plastic)
by fine-tuning hyperparameters for better localization of objects [93]. A highly reputed
frozen pizza company in Sweden, have used Amazon Lookout for Vision system
to make sure that their pizzas were adequately topped with cheese and a variety of
toppings, depends on the product types. The implemented CV solution has enabled the
firms to efficiently identify defects and assure quality for new products while minimizing
operational impacts [94].

3.2.2 Cloud computing and big data analytics in supply chain

management

A major drink and brewing company operating in more than 50 countries faced siloed
information and operation, overlapping research efforts, and challenges in embracing
innovation due to their geographically dispersed nature. The company needs a centralized
infrastructure for greater collaboration across the organization. With a huge volume
of data generated every day from various departments (including production, sales,
marketing, logistics, and human resources, etc.), cloud services allow them to collect data
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into a single platform for analysis (almost) without limits thanks to the petabyte scale (1
petabyte = 1024 terabytes = 250 bytes).

The company turns to Microsoft Azure for building a global analytics platform (shown in
Figure 3.3) as a potential solution, thanks to their expertise and the long-term cooperation.
Firstly, Azure Data Factory orchestrates and manages data pipelines from various
sources and destinations across their supply chain. For example, from barley crops/fields
data of growers, agronomists, to personal information of each customer. After ingestion,
data from different departments and regions is stored in Azure Data Lake Storage
and Azure Blob Storage depending on formats and purposes. Alternatively, data
can also be ingested from real-time data sources e.g. Radio Frequency Identifications
(RFIDs) in the company’s warehouses, by utilizing Azure IoT services such as Azure
IoT Hub and Azure Stream Analytics. Then Azure HDInsight is utilized to
prepare data for analysis involving tasks like reading data from storage, processing data,
and writing output to data stores. Azure Synapse Analytics is an analytical data
store geared towards processing data to optimize it for advanced analytics, reporting and
visualization services e.g. Power BI , Azure Machine Learning.

The company leverages these technologies to keep track of beer pallets from brew-
eries through the wholesalers and to retailers in order to optimize inventory, minimize
out-of-stock events, and more precisely forecast future customer consumption trends.
Additionally, the company utilizes analytical findings to make more accurate estimation
of the pricing and availability of barley throughout farms across the world, and such
insights are shared with farmers so that they may adjust their chemical usage to optimize
resources efficiency, productivity, profitability and sustainability. Conclusively, the com-
pany has gain visibility throughout their worldwide business by aggregating data into a
centralized secured platform with the help of cloud services. This enables the company
to make improvements and increase efficiency across their supply chain [95].

An international farmer-owned dairy company that is attempting to use cutting-edge
technologies to keep track of every stage of its supply chain, from farm to fridge, also faced
challenges regarding their large and heterogeneous data collection from various sources,
resulting in an undisciplined infrastructure filled with duplications and inconsistencies.
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Figure. 3.3 Global analytics platform architecture [95]

The company recognized the necessity of a centralized data foundation to make greater
use of their available resources and move their businesses forward in an effective manner.

One challenge is that their data and applications were established in a very siloed
approach. Another challenge is that SAP data is enormous but only serves the financial
aspect. They need much more external data from dairies and processes, which the current
platform could not handle. So, they want to move to Azure Cloud and make both SAP
and non-SAP data live and work together on the cloud. The on-premises non-SAP data
is ingested into Azure Data Factory and stored in Azure Data Lake Store Gen2
as raw data. Azure Databricks is utilized to cleanse and transform the stored data
for further processing in data stores, such as Azure Synapse Analytics. Since its
introduction, Power BI has been the go-to front-end tool for reporting and visualization
across the organization. The company is integrating real-time data retrieved IoT data
from their farms and production facilities using Azure IoT Hub.

The new foundation allows the company to use ML model to forecast the accurate milk
production for the coming months based on several external factors rather than only
based on experience. It enables the integration of data from diverse sources, including
SAP, to deliver a more comprehensive picture of the whole supply chain, which was
utterly impossible before. This also allows the firm to better identify the sources of waste
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generation and optimize their waste management practices, ultimately contributing to a
more sustainable manufacturing process [96].

3.2.3 Cloud computing enabling IoT for predictive maintenance

A major industrial machinery manufacturer of stamping presses produces components at
all scales for various industries ranging from small electronics to automotive. Alongside
selling products to their customers, the manufacturer aims to provide services together
with the equipment due to their long lifespans. Therefore, the company has developed a
monitoring system by utilizing IoT. However, this technique only helped them respond
faster to maintenance concerns that had already happened. Back then, their mainte-
nance measure was primarily preventative, which typically required regular intervals for
replacements without taking the actual condition of the machines into account.

Being aware of the time and cost inefficiency of this approach and taking advantage
of the existing IoT infrastructure, the company has upgraded the system where data
from each machine are collected and securely stored on cloud storage, then processed by
various algorithms and ML models with Azure Machine environment for predictive
maintenance. With a user-friendly drag-and-drop interface, Azure Machine Learning
enables the company to develop learning models effortlessly and easily select algorithms
and modify criteria, facilitating parameter testing and evaluation. These insights are
then visualized with Power BI .

The company can now assess machine performance, identify patterns that may signal
possible faults or maintenance needs in real-time, and estimate the remaining useful life.
Or in other words, the new predictive maintenance system not only detects maintenance
issues in real-time but also predicts when those issues are likely to occur, which optimizes
the frequency of inspections/replacements and, as a result, helps customers to reduce
maintenance costs [97].

Another case shows how IoT and cloud-based solutions have changed an industrial
parts and services provider that delivers their products to various industries such as
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metalworking, mining, aerospace and energy. The status checking of their machines
and process tracking were initially performed manually. The machines were typically
shut down for cleaning and setup throughout the day, making status-checking tasks
troublesome. Because the person checking them needed to do more than simply observe
if the machine was running, they needed to understand exactly what the machine was
doing and for how long it had been operating. Those manual practices were restricting
manufacturing capability.

Through their modernization strategy, the company realized that their on-premises
infrastructure could not handle the large amount of data produced by their modern
factories nor provide the analytical resources necessary to extract insights from it.
They turned to Azure, which offers instant scalability, high availability, and excellent
performance. The plant is now producing at an entirely new level by investing in
IoT and cloud services for data analytics, AI, and ML. Collecting data is no more a
human task, the factory’s machines are linked to Open Platform Communications (OPC)
servers, which send the data via Azure IoT Edge to IoT Hub. Additionally, the
manufacturer utilizes Azure SQL Database for temporary data storage and Azure
Stream Analytics for transferring data while processing it during transit to its intended
destination. For long-term storage and analysis, they use Azure Data Lake to extract
data for further analytics and train ML algorithms with Azure Machine Learning.
All the visualizations at the plant are powered by Power BI , which draws data from
Azure SQL Database (shown in Figure 3.4).

By implementing modern technologies and solutions, the company can uncover valuable
insights that would otherwise remain hidden behind numbers. With the assistance of
Azure Machine Learning, correlations in data can be identified, and new business
opportunities can be revealed. These advancements also bring the potential to enable
predictive analytics and proactive decision-making for machine maintenance, waste reduc-
tion, and even more promising prospects toward production efficiency and sustainability
[98].
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Figure. 3.4 IoT system architecture of the company case [98]

3.3 Analysis of three cases

Through case studies from industrial benchmarks mentioned in Section 3.2, it is suggested
that cloud computing is an enabler of digital transformation that has empowered and
facilitated businesses to adopt and leverage the power of modern technologies, such as
ML, CV, IoT, and others, by providing the necessary infrastructure and services to
support these innovations.

Analyzing those cases illustrates nature of the problems, application areas, and existing
assets are collectively considered when defining suitable cloud services, which highlights
the relevance of the conceptual model developed in Section 3.1.

Given that, the defined services, along with their key features and components would
vary from case to case. Those key features and components are needed to be in place in
the architecture of a specific cloud-based solution to ensure their efficacy, as showcased
in the following sections.
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3.3.1 Case #1

In case #1 from Section 3.2.1, the company has combined their existing camera sys-
tem and CV with ML to automatically detect defects/anomalies via video feeds while
freeing the workforce from such demanding and prone-to-error tasks. As fast-moving
products/objects of interest go through inspections, the ML model can recognize any
defective details that potentially jeopardize the quality standard or cause productivity or
safety concerns.

In fact, an ML platform requires a considerable amount of computing power and storage
capacity for training and processing data, which are not always accessible by most
manufacturers or non-IT businesses across industries. Besides, investing in ML is hugely
capital-intensive, not to mention that infrastructure maintenance is substantially costly.
Alternatively, companies may leverage ML through cloud services without the processing
hardware and heavy upfront investment that has previously been necessary for ML
deployment. ML is provided as a cloud service offering users the flexibility to bring in
their own models, existing assets, and infrastructures. Those services also remove the
heavy lifting of the ML process with low-code and no-code solutions. As a result, the
need for high technical expertise is no longer a significant concern in ML deployment,
which facilitates them to become increasingly accessible to businesses.

In addition, when handling a vast number of products, one of the primary hurdles in
incorporating ML and CV for quality control is the high cost and high latency incurred
in transferring and processing video streams in the cloud. The company, in this case, is
also constrained by limited bandwidth, which exacerbates this issue. Therefore, running
the system at the edge, or in other words, on local devices and sending the output to
the cloud for further analysis is preferable. This approach enables visual inspection of
product defects at low latency and helps avoid high network bandwidth consumption.

After analyzing the company’s case, several critical components corresponding to the
conceptual model elements were identified to shape the cloud-based anomaly detection
architecture using ML and CV at the edge, as shown in Figure 3.5. These components
are:
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• Camera system.
• Edge device adds CV models to those installed cameras. This model can be a

self-built or a pre-built model provided by AWS or third parties.
• Scalable storage service to which images processed from the video stream and

images of anomalies are sent. Those data are later fed into ML for model training.
• ML service on the cloud where the ML model is trained and deployed to the edge

device.
• Notification and visualization services.

Figure. 3.5 ML and CV at the edge architecture for quality control

3.3.2 Case #2

The two cases in Section 3.2.2 demonstrate how cloud services have enabled big data
analytics in supply chain management. Both companies strive to monitor and trace every
stage of their supply chain, from “farm to fridge”. However, they have encountered a
common problem due to disparate systems and data scattered across their networks,
resulting in overlapping and inconsistent data. Both companies are leveraging modern
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technologies to develop a centralized data platform that gathers massive data from
different sources and transforms it into actionable insights.

Dealing with and making use of vast amounts of data, including IT data from systems
like ERP, OT data from sensors on manufacturing equipment, and historical data, is a
complex undertaking. It requires integration with multiple data sources, scalable and
secure data storage, large-scale data processing, advanced analytics capabilities, etc.
Previously, companies needed to invest significantly in IT infrastructure and dedicate
extensive expertise to implementing, operating, and maintaining it. Cloud services, on
the other hand, now offer a straightforward way to satisfy these specific requirements. By
adopting cloud services, companies may obtain greater insights into their supply chain
operations, enhance performance, boost customer satisfaction, and increase profitability.

To enable an efficient big data analytic process, several components (Figure 3.6) needed
to be in place as follows:

• The data source is a prerequisite part of a big data analytic platform which could
be application data, static files or real-time data acquired from IoT devices, etc.,

• Data integration service helps to create and manage data pipelines that move and
transform data from data sources to desired destinations.

• Real-time data ingestion service to capture and store real-time data, for instance,
from IoT devices

• Real-time processing service processes ingested real-time data by filtering, aggre-
gating, or preparing data for further analysis.

• Scalable data storage service receives and securely stores ingested data.
• Big data processing services include batch processing of big data and optimized

data databases for handling both real-time and batch processing workloads.
• Data analytics and reporting service analyzes data for the derivation of meaningful

insights to empower users to make better-informed decisions. It is usually used
in coupled with modeling and visualization services such as self-service Business
Intelligence (BI), analytical notebooks, etc.
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Figure. 3.6 Big data analytics architecture for supply chain management

The data flow and cloud services utilized in different use cases can vary depending on
multiple factors, including the intention of the case, the existing infrastructure, types
of data, and more. For example, the beverage and brewing company chose Azure
HDInsight over Azure Databricks as the big data processing service, although
the latter used by the dairy company is known for its user-friendliness. This decision
was based on the company’s existing infrastructure, including the big data framework
Hadoop, which Azure HDInsight supports. Another difference in the data flow is due
to differences in data source characteristics. For instance, in the dairy company case,
SAP data is directly sent to Power BI , whereas SAP data of the brewer is ingested,
stored, and processed by multiple services prior to being sent to Power BI .

3.3.3 Case #3

Maintenance issues, such as legacy maintenance approach with manual status checking of
machines and process tracking or scheduled replacements without considering the actual
condition of the machines, are significant concerns for the two companies mentioned
in Section 3.2.3. They initially implemented IoT to automate real-time data collection
for individual machines to address these problems. Eventually, they shifted towards
predictive maintenance by uncovering valuable insights hidden within the data, enabling
predictive analytics and proactive decision-making.
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Upon considering the current capabilities of IoT systems, it becomes evident that relying
exclusively on them presents numerous limitations. One significant limitation is the
constrained processing capabilities, which make analyzing complex data or handling large
datasets challenging or even impossible to perform on local devices. Another significant
constraint is the limited data storage, which can restrict the amount of data that can
be stored. It may result in incomplete/fractured historical data, affecting the accuracy
of predictions and trend analysis. Integrating IoT with cloud services can overcome
many of these limitations due to unlimited, scalable storage and processing power for
advanced analytics, data-driven insights with ML capabilities, etc., in the cloud, enabling
the company to have a more efficient and effective predictive maintenance strategy.

The solution shown in Figure 3.7, which combines IoT devices with cloud services, requires
several components to be in place. These are listed as follows:

• Industrial machinery/equipment and attached IoT devices.
• Communication protocol facilitates connectivity between connected devices and

target systems/services.
• Real-time data ingestion service to capture and store data from connected devices.
• Real-time processing services either process ingested data by filtering, aggregating,

or preparing data for further analysis.
• Scalable storage services receive and securely store ingested data.
• Analytics services provide tools for users to extract semantics insight from data.
• ML service with a user-friendly drag-and-drop interface enables building models

easier.
• Visualization and reporting services.
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Figure. 3.7 IoT and cloud services architecture for predictive maintenance

This architecture (Figure 3.7) learned from two companies in Section 3.2.3, can be
customized by modifying data flow patterns to suit different use cases, companies’
requirements, and other factors. For example, processed data from Azure Stream
Analytics (Real-time processing service) can be directly sent to Azure Synapse
Analytics or Azure Databricks (Analytics service), bypassing Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2 (Storage service). Another scenario involves sending data stored in
Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 directly to Power BI without going through Azure
Synapse Analytics or Azure Databricks and Azure Machine Learning. These
alternatives demonstrate the flexibility and adaptability of cloud services in meeting
diverse needs and use cases. Likewise, when evaluating current assets, OPC Unified
Architecture (OPC UA) was used as a communication protocol in the company case,
which Azure IoT Hub (Data ingestion service) does not natively support. To address
this, Azure IoT Edge was utilized to convert OPC UA data into a format that is
compatible with Azure IoT Hub. This difference in approach may result in variations
compared to other architectures. Organizations can optimize their predictive maintenance
solutions and maximize the benefits of IoT and cloud integration by tailoring the data
flow and architecture to their specific requirements by considering their existing assets/
infrastructures.
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3.3.4 Summary

Analyzing various industrial benchmarks demonstrates the application of cloud-based
solutions in different areas and how it enables disruptive technologies to address several
manufacturing challenges and meet business needs. These challenges range from labor-
intensive, time-consuming, and error-prone manual product inspections to the lack
of supply chain visibility due to scattered massive data or the need for a predictive
maintenance program to deal with frequent and costly maintenance issues. It illustrates
the wide range of possibilities and high potential of adopting cloud-based solutions
within businesses. For instance, cloud-based CV and ML, initially used for foreign object
detection to control product quality, can also be leveraged to detect defects or anomalies
in equipment maintenance.

The most evident demonstration of the conceptual model for cloud adoption, as shown
by the case studies, is that the manufacturing assets are pivotal and are significantly
influential in shaping the solutions. For instance, the pre-existing camera system, a vast
number of fast-moving products, and limited bandwidth facilitate the adoption of CV
and ML. Likewise, the diverse data sources with varying types and formats from the
company’s IT and OT systems influence the selection of cloud services and data flow
patterns when developing a centralized data platform. Similarly, a predictive maintenance
solution was built and implemented using cloud-based ML to extract meaningful insights
from under-utilized data generated by numerous IoT devices across the shop floors. This
solution comprises a collection of diverse cloud services that depend on the characteristics
of the IoT systems, types of communication protocols used, and so on. Depending on the
features of the existing assets, suitable cloud-based solutions are defined or customized
to align with them optimally. It enables companies to effectively utilize cloud services
while unlocking their full potential.

The adoption of cloud services brings myriad benefits to companies, which are reflected
across different application areas.

• In quality control, cloud solutions provide real-time automated detection of de-
viations in quality with CV at the edge and more in-depth quality-related data
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analysis with advanced analytics tools such as ML. By leveraging these insights,
manufacturers can improve processes, reduce errors, and minimize the waste of
raw materials and finished goods, thereby enhancing sustainable manufacturing
practices.

• In supply chain management, cloud solutions boost visibility throughout the supply
chain by providing a centralized data platform for collecting real-time data and
generating actionable insights. It enables manufacturers to make informed decisions
to optimize inventory, improve resource utilization, and minimize waste, all of
which are crucial in improving sustainability ratings. For example, the adoption
of cloud solutions opens up the potential for developing “green tracking” services.
These services can be incorporated as a significant element of sustainable supply
chain management. They can monitor and track perishable produce throughout the
supply chain. They can also estimate the optimal transportation route to minimize
fuel consumption and carbon emission of such activity.

• In predictive maintenance, cloud-based solutions with IoT and ML capabilities allow
manufacturers to anticipate equipment failures before they occur, avoiding costly
downtime, extending the lifespan of equipment, and better planning maintenance
activities to reduce unnecessary inspections and spare parts waste. This optimized
use of resources significantly contributes to sustainability performance.

In conclusion, adopting cloud solutions in various areas of manufacturing, as demon-
strated in industrial benchmarks such as quality control, supply chain management,
and predictive maintenance, collectively contributes to sustainability performance. By
assisting in minimizing waste, optimizing resource usage, enhancing efficiency, etc., cloud
solutions enable manufacturers to enhance their sustainability efforts and improve their
competitiveness in the market. These sustainability improvements span environmental,
economic, and social aspects. They include reduced environmental impact through waste
minimization, improved economic performance through efficiency gains, and enhanced
social responsibility through resource conservation.



Chapter 4

Developing a hypothetical
cloud-based manufacturing concept
for the food manufacturing industry

Given the inherent diversity within the manufacturing sector, the food manufacturing
industry has been selected as an exemplary industry for this study, mainly due to its
simplicity and my personal experience in this field. Additionally, despite its relatively
simple operational processes, the sector embodies many challenges common to the broader
manufacturing sector. This chapter aims to illustrate how the conceptual model for cloud
service adoption presented in Section 3.1 can be leveraged to address the challenges faced
by the food manufacturing industry.

The chapter starts by discussing the current challenges that the industry is facing. Next, a
hypothetical company is introduced with specific configurations and is also challenged by
the previously mentioned issues. Due to practical constraints associated with gathering
real-world data, a hypothetical case study offers an effective alternative. Constructing
a hypothetical scenario would remove these constraints and provide more flexibility to
explore and demonstrate the cloud adoption process which, in turn, allows for more
focused research.

Finally, cloud-based solutions are proposed for that hypothetical food manufacturer
by referencing findings from the benchmark analysis in Section 3.3 combined with the
conceptual model, providing an optimal approach to address the challenges it is facing.
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4.1 Food manufacturing industry

The food manufacturing industry is a significant part of the global economy and plays a
key role in supplying the world with safe, nutritious, and affordable food products. In the
European Union (EU) economy, the food industry is the leading manufacturing industry
in terms of turnover, value creation, and employment [99]. Likewise, in Norway, it is
the sector that has employed by far the largest workforce, contributing 19% of the value
added and 26% of the total operating profits to the Norwegian industry in 2018 [100].

The sector does not simply contribute to eliminating hunger but also aids the global
community in achieving crucial progress on all 17 Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
of the United Nations [101]. For instance, in the context of SDG 2 (Zero Hunger), the
food manufacturing industry is responsible for securing a continuous and stable food
supply. A sufficient amount of food would provide adequate nutrition to people of all ages
to achieve good health and well-being (SDG 3). In addition, manufacturers help address
deficiencies of micronutrients by fortifying food products with essential micronutrients,
for instance, basic commodities like flour and milk are commonly fortified with vitamin
D in higher latitude countries like Norway. These are just a few examples, but they
could highlight how the food manufacturing industry is essential to economic growth,
food security, public health, and other achievements toward the SDGs.

The food manufacturing industry primarily processes raw materials such as livestock
or produce into intermediate or final consumption food products, as defined by [102].
The finished goods produced in these plants are typically sold to wholesalers or retailers
across geographical regions for distribution to end customers. As a result, the value chain
of the sector includes several key stages, each of which adds value to the final products
and is described as follows:

• Agricultural production: raw materials such as crops, livestock, dairy, etc., are
produced at this first stage.

• Processing/manufacturing and packaging: raw materials undergo transformation
into food products and are subsequently packed for delivery.
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• Distribution and retail: a network of wholesalers, retailers, and transportation
services are typically involved in distributing packaged goods.

• Consumption: food products are purchased and consumed by end consumers.
Feedback from customers is vital since they may drive changes across the value
chain from agricultural production output to preferred processing methods.

4.2 Challenges of the food manufacturing companies

Given the integral part of everyday activities and the economy, the food manufacturing
industry faces numerous challenges that some resemble those of other manufacturing
industries while some distinguish it from others. These issues range from complicated
raw materials management to stringent regulatory compliance on food safety, high
product quality demand, and sustainable production practices [103]. In addition, recent
global crises have highlighted the vulnerabilities of the food manufacturing supply chain,
demanding immediate industry adaptation and resilience [104]. This section explores the
challenges food manufacturing companies encounter, highlighting the complex interactions
of factors that must be navigated to ensure operational efficiency, profitability, and, most
importantly, the delivery of secure, high-quality food products.

Despite the myriad of problems within this setting, the study is narrowed down to three
particular application areas that resemble the challenges identified within a broader
manufacturing context in Section 2.3. This focus allows for a more thorough examination
of the unique characteristics of the food sector, providing a more concrete context for
further analysis. Three specific challenges inherent to the food sector are consecutively
demonstrated in the following paragraphs.

Maintaining the highest levels of product quality and food safety is one of the most
fundamental and complex challenges facing food makers nowadays.

• Authorities impose stringent standards for food processing and packaging because
of their direct effects on public health [105]. This enforcement requires meticulous
quality control to be performed at each stage of production. This consists of
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screening for defects, ensuring that the final products meet specific specifications,
and, most importantly, guaranteeing that they are safe to eat.

• Quality control in food manufacturing often necessitates complicated processes such
as detecting microbial contamination, monitoring freshness, and managing allergen
cross-contamination. Furthermore, variability in raw materials due to seasonality,
weather, pests, and diseases introduces another level of complexity that is unique
to the food manufacturing industry [106].

• Given the diverse nature of materials and processes and all the rigorous quality
control measures, a lapse in these procedures may pose a safety risk and lead to
product recalls. These may cause significant financial and reputational damage
to any involved producers [27]. Therefore, robust quality control measures are
integral in this industry to ensure the safety, integrity, and consistent quality of
food products.

The food manufacturing industry is distinguished from other sectors by its unique and
intricate supply chain structure.

• The supply chain’s inherent vulnerability can be attributed primarily to the perish-
able nature of food products and their diverse distributed sources. Appropriate
storage, refrigeration, and timely transportation of these products are critical in
ensuring that they remain in optimal condition throughout their journey across
stakeholders in the supply chain. Even the slightest disruption or delay can result
in significant financial loss and substantial waste. This underscores the criticality
of efficient and streamlined processes at every part of the supply chain to ensure
food safety, quality and quantity [107][108].

• Globalization has added a new layer of complexity to the food supply chain, as it now
spans multiple nations, regions, continents and even the entire world. In contrast,
the global reach has undoubtedly brought about several advantages, including but
not limited to increased product diversity and cost reduction [107][109]. The supply
chain is also more vulnerable to interruptions, whether from political instability,
trade conflicts, military warfare or a global pandemic like COVID-19 [107][110][111].
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• On top of the global problems above, companies nowadays are faced with challenges
within themselves, such as managing a flood of data coming from many different
sources. They have had a hard time developing a unified strategy due to the
wide variety of data sources, different technologies and siloed operating divisions.
Furthermore, firms often fail to properly make good use of BI analytics. They
may have difficulty getting the correct data, resulting in the under-utilization of
these tools to effectively innovate and enhance their business as desired. Overall,
these problems may make it difficult for many organizations to manage their supply
chain successfully.

Maintenance issues are another common challenge in manufacturing, where operations
depend heavily on machines and equipment.

• Unplanned downtime caused by unexpected equipment breakdowns causes opera-
tional interruptions, production delays, missed delivery timelines, and sometimes
contractual penalties, resulting in reduced efficiency and financial losses. In the
context of food manufacturing, these issues become even more pronounced. Because
production plants operate under stringent hygiene and sanitation standards, any
breakdown could also lead to food spoilage and contamination, compromising food
safety standards. In addition, frequent deep-cleaning procedures are necessary
to maintain these sanitation standards, which often results in more equipment
downtime. Additional downtime in the food manufacturing company might also be
caused by product changeover. Significant adjustments to the processing machinery
are typically required when the product’s recipe, packaging, or production schedule
has to be altered to suit new product lines. As a result, overall efficiency may suffer
due to these alterations.

• Therefore, it is essential for food manufacturers to effectively manage and minimize
the downtime caused by sanitation, product changeover and maintenance. In this
high-volume, low-margin industry, food manufacturers must meticulously plan
these activities to reach the right balance between hygienic conditions, required
product changes and minimal downtime, and appropriate overall productivity
and efficiency. Given that many businesses in the food manufacturing industry
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emphasize achieving minimum downtime in their operations. Sanitation and
product changes are inevitable but may be arranged during non-peak hours to
avoid inactivity. But if issues related to maintenance aren’t fixed in a timely manner
or aren’t addressed properly, they might lead to significant unplanned downtime
that hampers the manufacturing process more than anything else.

The food manufacturing industry is facing an array of sustainability concerns in the
context of the increasing population and the rising food consumption as a result.

• Tasked to satisfy this rising need, however, must not come at the price of the
planet’s ecological well-being, this industry has been working towards discovering
methods to increase output while lowering its environmental impact. This includes
managing energy consumption, water usage, waste generation, and greenhouse
gas emissions. Sustainable sourcing of raw materials, reducing packaging waste,
and transitioning to renewable energy are all significant concerns in its path to
sustainability.

• In fact, as mentioned in Section 3.3.4, each challenge of the food manufacturing
industry is intertwined with sustainability. Proactively addressing these issues is
a crucial step towards more sustainable food production. Resolving supply chain
issues, for example, may decrease food spoilage, waste, and carbon footprint via
transportation. Optimized maintenance strategies may reduce downtime and result
in more efficient use of time and resources. Efficient quality control activities can
avoid product recalls and hence prevent food waste. As a result, the route to
sustainability is inextricably linked to the industry’s operating efficiency, waste
management, and quality control procedures, rather than just adopting separate eco-
friendly activities. Solving these issues will ensure that the food sector can better
supply the current global food demand without jeopardizing future generations’
ability to do the same.

However, the food manufacturing industry is distinguished by a comparatively low degree
of innovation, which may compromise its future growth and sustainability path [112].
Multiple elements of digitalization, e.g., cloud computing, IoT, AI, ML, big data analytics,
digital twins, etc., are applicable across industries, including the food manufacturing
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industry [35][113]. Because of the complex characteristics that the food industry fea-
tures, such as seasonal demand fluctuations, increasing regulatory/quality restrictions,
complicated production planning, and the vast scale of production and manufacturing, it
is distinctively positioned to capitalize on the advantages of digitalization [113].

4.3 Hypothetical food manufacturing company and

its configuration

In order to offer an efficient and comprehensive analysis, a hypothetical company of a
chicken processing facility was created for this thesis, relying only on data and ideas
obtained from real case studies [114][115][116][117][118]. Several practical considerations
influenced the decision-making process of creating this company. Firstly, gathering real
statistics from actual companies may be an extensive and time-consuming task due to
numerous practical constraints, e.g., data confidentiality and sensitivity. This obstacle
may be efficiently overcome by creating a hypothetical scenario, allowing for a more
focused and efficient study. Second, personal experience in the poultry processing sector
offers some details to this case, enhancing the real-world applicability of the conceptual
model. Finally, in addition to the simplicity of the operations of a poultry processing
plant, it embodies many of the challenges common to the broader manufacturing sector,
such as the need for high product quality, optimized operations, efficient supply chain
management, etc. Hence, making it an ideal example for demonstrating the utilization
of the previously developed conceptual model for cloud adoption.

We will explore a hypothetical poultry processing company operating 6000 birds per hour
within a “farm-to-fork” model, which is facing some of the challenges mentioned above.

Broilers (young chickens) are either raised on company-owned farms or purchased from
external farms. The company has several farms where sensors and RFID tags are
deployed as a part of standard farming practices. Each bird is assigned an RFID tag that
contains unique identification information, such as farm name, age, weight, breed, etc.
External farms which the company cooperate with are required to deploy the necessary
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technologies as a business condition. This ensures that all suppliers meet the company’s
high standards for quality and traceability.

The broilers are transported and received at the processing plant, and the RFID tags are
scanned to confirm their identity. The birds are unloaded from the trucks and placed
into holding pens where they would wait to be processed. The broilers are about to go
through a production line that includes several stages, as demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure. 4.1 Poultry production line of the hypothetical company

The first step after receiving the broilers is slaughtering, which is done using a mechanical
system. The birds are hung upside down by their feet on a conveyor belt, which carries
them through a stunning process that renders them unconscious. Once the birds are
unconscious, their throats are slit to drain the blood. The birds are then immersed in a
scalding tank (hot water) to loosen their feathers and then moved to a feather-plucking
machine. After this stage, human inspectors are tasked to check the birds for defects
such as skin tears, tumors, missing parts, abnormal color, bruises, broken bones, missed
feathers, and other visible defects. Any birds with defects shall be removed from the line
and sent for reprocessing or discarded.

The bird’s internal organs are then removed during the evisceration procedure. Following
evisceration, the birds are washed in cold water, chilled to a safe temperature, and
inspected for any remaining defects. The birds are subsequently transported for additional
processing, such as weighing, grading, distribution, deboning, or cutting into pieces like
breasts, wings, thighs, etc.
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The birds are then packed in bags, trays, or cartons and tagged with product information
and RFID tracking data. There is an additional quality control station at the end of the
processing line where the final products are supposed to be thoroughly inspected by a
team of trained inspectors who would perform a final visual inspection of the products
to ensure that they meet the required standards for quality, safety, and appearance. If
any defects are found, the affected products shall be removed from the line and either
reprocessed or discarded.

The chicken packages are then stored in temperature-controlled chambers until they
are ready to be transported to retailers or other distribution sites. The transportation
providers have to guarantee that the goods are shipped under specified conditions. They
adhere to utilizing different IoT devices, such as Global Positioning System (GPS) trackers
and temperature sensors, to collect data on temperature and route from transport trucks
or containers and transfer it to the manufacturer.

The products are then transported to the retailer’s warehouse or store, where they are
received and stored under similar controlled conditions. Retailers are responsible for
monitoring the temperature of their storage facilities to ensure that the products are kept
at the appropriate temperature to maintain quality and safety. Sellers place orders for
the products depending on their needs to the manufacturer. The producer may use this
data to monitor demand trends, adjust production schedules, and guarantee sufficient
resources to satisfy demand.

The company has been facing several problems, as stated below:

The processes in the factory plant are a combination of fully automated, semi-automatic
and manual processes. There are three manual inspection stages during the whole
process, which are labor-intensive, time-consuming, and error-prone. In addition, human
inspectors are also subject to fatigue and may miss defects due to the repetitive nature of
the work. Evidently, the company has experienced several recall incidents before due to
foreign objects and faulty labeling. These resulted in brand damage, expensive retrieval
and disposal of affected products and other financial losses.
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The existing IoT infrastructure features sensors that are pre-installed on equipment and
machines at the time of purchase. It captures real-time data and recognizes patterns and
trends in machine behavior, allowing the organization to respond more quickly to any
problems or failures. However, this infrastructure is limited in its ability to predict when
equipment failures or maintenance issues are likely to occur. As a result, unplanned
downtimes are still happening, and maintenance costs remain high.

The company’s data is scattered across various sources, from IoT devices and RFID
software used by different farms, through IoT devices of transportation partners, to
monitoring and control systems of the plant itself and customers’ demand from distrib-
utors/sellers. Those data are stored in different formats, on different platforms, and
in different locations, creating challenges in integrating them with the existing ERP
system for better operational visibility. Without a centralized data foundation, having
a holistic view of the entire supply chain or gaining actionable insights from this data
is also impossible. It hinders the company from proactively approaching unforeseen
circumstances or identifying areas for improvement or optimization.

4.4 Cloud-based solution for the hypothetical food

manufacturer

Figure 4.2 illustrates a tri-directional relationship between the developed conceptual model
for cloud adoption in manufacturing, the industrial benchmarks, and the application of
the model to define suitable cloud-based solutions for the hypothetical food manufacturing
company.
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Figure. 4.2 Integrated view of cloud adoption for hypothetical food manufacturer

• The first connection (I) presents the relationship between the developed conceptual
model and the industrial benchmarks. Despite being philosophically described in
Section 3.1, the conceptual model for cloud adoption in manufacturing is not solely
a theoretical framework. It is closely linked with real-world industrial benchmarks
(Section 3.2), highlighting the model’s relevance and applicability in identifying the
most suitable cloud solutions for navigating manufacturing challenges.

• The second relationship (II) emphasizes the role of the developed conceptual model,
which serves as a foundational blueprint for finding best-fit cloud solutions in
this particular scenario. It demonstrates the conceptual model’s flexibility and
adaptability to various manufacturing contexts.

• The third connection (III) underscores the impact of the industry benchmarks on
shaping the tailored cloud-based solutions for the hypothetical company in the food
manufacturing industry. The key features and components of cloud solutions, as
determined by analyzing those benchmarks (Section 3.3), serve as crucial reference
points in developing customized solutions. This reflects the practical value of the
industrial benchmarks and their potential applicability in diverse manufacturing
scenarios.
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Considering that, by aligning the conceptual model for cloud adoption, key features
and components of cloud solutions with the industry’s specific challenges, application
areas, and pre-existing assets (as depicted in Figure 4.3), the food manufacturer can
effectively utilize cloud-based solutions to gain better insight into their operations, thereby
facilitating accomplishing higher product quality, enhanced efficiency, reduced downtime
and more sustainable growth.

Figure. 4.3 Cloud services adoption for the hypothetical food manufacturer

The previous section identifies challenges within food manufacturing, then a hypothetical
food manufacturer possessing tangible and intangible assets is created. These assets
include broilers received from farms, machines used in most stages of production, IT
systems such as the ERP system, RFID software, and OT systems of machines with
built-in IoT devices, etc. In addition, data from farms and customer demand/orders from
distributors/retailers are also parts of these assets. By acknowledging and understanding
these assets, we can identify the opportunities and limitations when integrating cloud
solutions into the existing ecosystem. It is one of the significant elements mentioned in
the conceptual model.
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Alongside defined configurations, this hypothetical company also illustrates three critical
challenges prevalent in food manufacturing. The first is the significant quality concerns
related to products causing expensive recalls and reputation damage as foreign objects,
defects, and anomalies are discovered in products due to inefficient manual quality
inspection procedures. The second problem pertains to production downtime, which
results in substantial losses. The existing monitoring systems equipped with IoT only
visualize the machines’ current statuses. It allows maintenance personnel to respond
quickly to issues that have already occurred but fail to predict what is about to happen.
The manufacturer’s third challenge is massive data dispersal, which hinders them from
the visibility of supply chains to make better decisions. By mapping the identified needs
and challenges to specific application areas, such as quality control, supply chain and
maintenance, we clearly understand the transformative solutions that cloud services
could offer.

Following a deep dive into the core factors of the conceptual model and insights drawn
from Section 3.3, I underscore the key features and components of cloud solutions that
could be customized to meet the needs, challenges, application areas, and assets of the
food manufacturer, as illustrated in detail in tables below.

Table 4.1 Key features and components of cloud-based solutions for quality control

Application area Cloud-based solution Key features Components
Quality control
(Foreign object
detection, anomaly
detection)

CV and ML at the
Edge

- Low latency and
bandwidth
efficiency with
edge computing
- Scalable, reliable
and secured data
storage
- ML capabilities
with minimal ML
expertise required
- Real-time
monitoring and
alerts

- Cameras (video
stream)
- Edge device
(include CV
model)
- Storage service
- ML service
- Visualization and
notification
services
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The cloud-based CV and ML solution at the edge, demonstrated in Table 4.1, would
address the challenge of labor-intensive, time-consuming, and error-prone manual inspec-
tion processes. This is achieved by automating the process, resulting in faster and more
accurate outcomes than manual work.

A core requirement for this solution is the deployment of camera systems on the three
inspection stages of the production line, capturing video streams of the processing
activities. The data captured by these cameras would be processed in real-time by the
edge devices with ML and CV models. A vital feature of this setup is the ability to
provide low latency processing, which is critical for real-time detection of anomalies on
chicken carcasses like abnormal color, bruises, broken bones, missed feathers, etc., at the
first two stations, and spotting of faulty labeling or foreign objects such as pieces of glass,
plastic at the end of the production line. With the support of real-time monitoring and
alert functions, issues can be identified and rectified immediately, preventing defective
products from reaching customers.

The integration of an ML service into the company’s infrastructure would enable automatic
learning and improvement from experience, as an innate functionality, without being
explicitly programmed. Moreover, utilization of ML services in the cloud shifts the
ML capabilities to the next level, which can significantly speed up the development,
training, and deployment of ML models by taking advantage of not only the cloud’s vast
computational resources but also the ready-to-use tools and pre-trained models available
on cloud ML platforms. Last but not least, a cloud storage service, a fundamental
building block of the solution, serves the scalability, security, and reliability requirements
to store video streams, processed images, and ML inference results.
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Table 4.2 Key features and components of cloud-based solutions for predictive maintenance

Application area Cloud-based solution Key features Components
Predictive
maintenance

IoT and ML - IoT device
connectivity
- Scalable, secure
data storage
capacity
- Scalable real-time
processing and
analytics capability
- User-friendly ML
interface
- Visualization and
reporting

- IoT devices
- Communication
protocol
- Data ingestion
service
- Data processing
service
- Storage services
- ML service
- Visualization and
notification
services

Because collected data only holds value when transformed into actionable insights, inte-
grating existing IoT systems with a cloud platform realizes the full potential of this data.
This integration leverages cloud resources’ immense scalability and power, including
real-time processing, analytics capabilities, and ML, as shown in Table 4.2. It consid-
erably amplifies the predictive maintenance strategy’s effectiveness through predictive
analysis of equipment performance. Consequently, the company can strategically plan
maintenance work and avoid unexpected downtimes, which could otherwise lead to
significant production losses.

Pre-installed IoT devices on machines no longer work merely as a monitoring system
for equipment status. They come equipped with communication modules that utilize
standard communication protocols supported by the cloud’s data ingestion service. As a
result, IoT devices are compatible with cloud services, allowing collected data from IoT
devices to be transmitted to the cloud efficiently.

Subsequently, a data processing service can handle this data in real-time, preparing it
for ML applications. This processed data then needs to be stored securely in a scalable,
cloud-based storage service. With ML, the company can formulate ML models based on
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historical data from the IoT devices, predicting potential failures rooted in patterns that
might be too intricate for a basic monitoring system to detect.

In addition, these cloud platforms also provide a wealth of tools for visualizing and
understanding this data. For example, the manufacturer can create comprehensive
dashboards displaying the status of all their machines, their maintenance history, and
even predictive insights into when they might need service or replacement. This data,
accessible and comprehensible for decision-makers, helps gain better visibility over assets
and operations, elevating operational efficiency and enhancing the maintenance process’s
effectiveness.

Table 4.3 Key features and components of cloud-based solutions for supply chain management

Application area Cloud-based solution Key features Components
Supply chain
management
(Supply chain
visibility, data
analytics platform)

Big data analytics - Integration of
diverse data
sources
- Scalable, secure
data storage
capacity
- Large-scale data
processing for
batch and
streaming
workloads.
- Scalable analytics
capability
- Advanced
analytics and
reporting
capabilities

- Multiple
high-volume data
sources (including
historical data,
data of
applications, and
real-time data)
- IoT devices
- Integration
service
- Storage services
- Big data
processing (batch
& real-time) and
analytics services
- Visualization and
notification
services

Table 4.3 illustrates the features and components of a cloud solution where the combination
of various cloud-based services fosters a unified platform that significantly reduces data
management complexities. It also enables the company to gain a real-time holistic
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overview of their supply chain, derive actionable insights, and streamline operations in
response to customer demand changes, as well as other trends and patterns.

The data from diverse sources use different formats, protocols and are located in different
places (such as IoT devices on farms, RFID tags on birds, sensors on machines, and
ordering data from retailers); some could be on-premises, while others could be on the
cloud. Using a cloud-based integration service, these dispersed datasets can be simply
extracted, cleansed and transformed into a consistent format, regardless of their original
forms or location.

Next, scalable and secure data storage capacity, provided by cloud-based storage services,
is necessary to store the integrated data. These services essentially prepare data, ensuring
the data is in the right place, in the proper format, and ready for advanced processing,
analytics, and reporting purposes.

Furthermore, cloud-based analytics platforms come equipped with a suite of scalable
processing services and advanced analytics tools. These services proficiently handle large-
scale data processing for both real-time and historical workloads without the need to
upgrade the existing IT infrastructure. They function as sophisticated data manipulators
and preprocessors for advanced analytics, e.g., ML and predictive analytics, while also
serving as big data analytics to provide valuable business insights. Lastly, BI services
offer reporting capabilities to make sense of this large dataset. By leveraging the insights
drawn from advanced analytics and reporting, the company can identify potential areas
for improvement or optimization. This process can lead to heightened efficiency and
substantial cost reductions.



Chapter 5

Capability mapping of third-party
service providers for cloud adoption

In the current market landscape, third-party service providers have emerged as critical
players in facilitating successful transitions to the cloud and supporting organizations in
unlocking the full potential of digital technologies. They not only lend their technical
capabilities to build technologically advanced solutions but also act as strategic partners to
organizations on their cloud adoption journey. Accenture, Capgemini, Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS), HCL Technologies (HCL Tech), and IBM have all been distinguished as
leaders in Everest Group’s PEAK Matrix for Cloud Services in Europe [119], as shown
in Figure 5.1.

Figure. 5.1 Everest Group Cloud Services PEAK Matrix Assessment 2022 [119]
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This section includes a summary of the important technical attributes defined in Section
4.4 and non-technical attributes for successfully adopting cloud solutions. We will
investigate the published content of some leading third-party service companies to map
their capabilities in both technical and non-technical attributes. In addition, taken as a
representative for consulting companies, capabilities mapping of Capgemini is engaged
with multiple discussions to determine if they can fulfill the technical and non-technical
attributes to effectively facilitate the hypothetical food manufacturer in the process of
adopting cloud solutions.

5.1 Key features and components of cloud solutions

Table 5.1 below summarizes the main key features and components of cloud-based solu-
tions that address distinct challenges faced in three different areas of food manufacturing
as described in Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. This table includes key features (F)
and associated components (C) that have been recognized as essential for successfully
implementing and operating such cloud-based systems.
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Table 5.1 Key features and components with notations

Key features Components

[F1] Low latency & bandwidth efficiency
with edge computing

[C1] Cameras
[C2] Edge devices

[F2] Scalable, reliable & secured data
storage

[C3] Storage services

[F3] Integration of diverse data sources [C4] High volume data sources (historical
data, data of application, real-time data)
[C5] Integration services

[F4] Scalable big data processing &
analytics capability

[C6] Big data processing (batch &
real-time) & analytics services

[F5] ML capabilities with minimal ML
expertise required

[C7] ML services

[F6] IoT device connectivity [C8] IoT devices
[C9] Communication protocols

[F7] Real-time monitoring & reporting [C10] Visualization & notification services

5.2 Capability study of third-party service providers

for cloud adoption

Table 5.2 shows how third-party service providers utilize different cloud services and
other components to deliver the true potential of the cloud features outlined in Table 5.1.
These services belong to different categories as mentioned in Section 2.5.1.1, for instance,
compute, storage, database, analytics, ML and IoT services. While these applications
are industry-specific, such as maritime, mining, transportation, retail, etc., they could be
easily adapted or repurposed for the manufacturing industry, given the versatile nature
of cloud technology.
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The majority of third-party service providers, however, do not possess their own cloud
platforms, their specialty lies in assisting clients in fully leveraging the adopted cloud-
based solutions. This capability not only elevates their attractiveness to potential
customers but also bolsters their competitiveness. Achieving this involves providing
their clients with outstanding non-technical features complementing the above mentioned
technical ones. These non-technical attributes may include, but are not limited to, the
followings:

• Consultation and Advisory Services: These providers have a deep understand-
ing of the major cloud platforms and can offer expert advice to clients about which
services to use and how to use them effectively. They can help clients navigate the
complexities of these platforms and make the most of their capabilities.

• Training and Upskilling: Extensive training programs for the client side can
be essential to maximizing the benefits of the cloud solution. This may involve
user training, technical training, and continuous instruction about new features
and updates.

• Customer Support: This should include prompt responses to inquiries or prob-
lems, 24/7 support for critical issues, and multiple communication channels (e.g.,
phone, email, and chat). This is the ongoing support provided after a solution has
been implemented. It typically includes troubleshooting and resolving any issues
that arise, providing updates and maintenance, and offering additional training as
needed.

• Strategic Partnerships and Collaborations: Third-party service providers
may actively seek strategic collaborations and partnerships with technology providers,
industry leaders, startups, and academic institutions. As a result, they could gain
access to a greater range of expertise, novel solutions, and emerging technologies by
developing solid relationships. This network may also enable them to stay ahead of
market trends while bringing cutting-edge solutions to their clients.

Recognizing the immense value non-technical features can bring to their competitiveness,
leading third-party service providers in the IT sector, such as Accenture, TCS, and
HCL Tech, also develop and provide these attributes as a standard. As described in the
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following paragraphs, those features are not just good-to-have but have become the norm
among leading firms.

• Accenture is a leading global professional services company acknowledged for its
broad capabilities. It offers customers strategic business consulting and advisory
services to help them acquire a competitive edge in the marketplace [127]. Accenture
also provides continuous support services and training courses to improve their
customers’ IT skills and capabilities, allowing them to function at greater proficiency
and provide more value to the company [128]. Furthermore, Accenture’s extensive
network of over 350 partners and suppliers adds value to its products. Accenture
has the possibility to tap into a huge pool of talent and technology as a result
of these agreements, ensuring the most relevant and effective solutions for their
customers [129].

• TCS provides consulting services as part of its core offerings, including cloud
consulting and cognitive business operations. TCS also delivers managed services
across various domains, such as cloud services, cybersecurity, and mobility, handling
everything from implementation to maintenance [130]. TCS has formed strategic
alliances with cloud hyperscalers, enterprise software leaders, and various tech
specialists to build an extensive and professional network of premier technology
businesses to assist clients in their transformation and growth [131]. On the
customer support front, TCS operates a global IT Service Desk providing support
in 35 languages to their clients worldwide [132]. TCS Corporate Digital Academy
includes a combination of virtual classrooms, self-paced learning modules, hands-on
projects, etc. The platform aims to upskill and reskill not only employees but also
corporate clients, their partners, and customers to meet the evolving demands of
the digital age [133].

• HCL Tech offers collaborative cloud consulting services to their clients. They
work closely with clients’ business and IT teams, assessing processes, policies, user
behaviors, and platforms to design a cloud strategy centered around business goals.
Leveraging AI and cloud technology expertise, HCL Tech transforms client data
into actionable insights to help mitigate risks and support decision-making [134].
Furthermore, they have a platform called HCLSoftware U that offers self-paced
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training courses across their software portfolio [135] and a dedicated customer
support portal offering a 24/7/365 service desk that acts as a single point of contact
for all software and hardware needs, inquiries, and issues [136]. Moreover, recognized
by major cloud platforms and software companies, HCL Tech has established
strategic partnerships with industry leaders. These partnerships facilitate the
provision of scalable, integrated cloud solutions that deliver exceptional results
[137].

5.3 Capability mapping of Capgemini for cloud adop-

tion

Capgemini has been selected as a representative third-party service provider in this study
because of the opportunity to collaborate closely with them, which offers a unique insight
into their operations and competencies. Capgemini, a leading player in the consulting,
technology services, and digital transformation domain, serves as a quintessential third-
party service provider that plays a crucial role in facilitating businesses, particularly
those in the manufacturing industry, in their transition to cloud computing. Their broad
portfolio of offerings and commitment to innovation and digitalization make them an
ideal candidate for this study.

Following extensive conversations with various teams at Capgemini, it is clear that they
possess extensive technical expertise and the necessary resources to deliver every key
feature and required component. The Cloud & Custom Application (C&CA), Insights
& Data (I&D), and Engineering (ENG) teams have all been designated as essential
contributors to the projects, each bringing their own set of skills and expertise to the
table. It is noticeable that cooperation among teams is crucial to guarantee optimal
performance and timely delivery of these key features. The overlapping areas of expertise
among these teams are a fascinating aspect of this joint effort, setting an environment
for synergistic cooperation that enriches the projects’ outcomes. At the same time,
individual components of the platform are often handled by a group that has the most
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relevant expertise. The segregation of responsibilities offers a more streamlined operation
and guarantees that every component is optimized by specialized knowledge and skills
(Figure 5.2).

Figure. 5.2 Mapping Capgemini’s collaborative dynamics

For the cloud-based solution using CV and ML at the edge to improve quality control
via better foreign objects and anomalies detection, the C&CA and ENG teams will
collaborate to align the cloud configuration with the hardware capabilities of the edge
devices, ensuring low latency with limited bandwidth usage via edge computing. The
ENG team will be in charge of contacting approved vendors for acquiring cameras, edge
devices and other necessary hardware, while the C&CA team will establish smooth data
transfer between the edge and the cloud. In addition, the C&CA team will work closely
with the I&D team to offer scalable, reliable, and secure data storage, where they utilize
storage services from their cooperated CSPs and configure them with input from the
I&D on which data is critical and how to deal with it.
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The I&D team is tasked with the utilization of ML services offered by CSPs. This team
is professionally qualified to modify pre-trained models, which are made readily available
within ML services, and tailor them to suit the particular use case at hand. This process
involves training and fine-tuning these models based on the client’s unique data set,
guaranteeing that the ML functionalities are precisely delivered to their specific needs.
It should be noted that this process requires minimal ML experience from the client’s
side. In cases where clients may lack such expertise, the I&D team is inclined to enhance
their skills, enabling self-service and empowering clients to leverage AI tools and ML
competencies in their routine activities.

The I&D team can also enable ML models for the predictive maintenance use case. These
models aim to predict possible breakdowns in machinery, allowing for more timely and
efficient servicing. First, the client’s existing data needs to be analyzed and understood,
then small Proof-of-Concept (PoC) projects will be launched to verify the potential
benefits showcased via the use of ML on small data sets in these projects. This approach
will effectively facilitate clients on their journey toward a data-driven business.

To enable predictive maintenance for various machines across the shop floor, the ENG
team will address device connectivity by evaluating the compatibility of the existing IoT
devices with the cloud platform and recommend/perform modifications or replacements
wherever necessary. While newly fabricated equipment may usually come integrated with
required components to enable IoT capabilities, older instruments may need retrofitting
with additional upgrades or add-ons to become connected devices. The ENG and C&CA
teams will collaborate to set up and configure data integration services, guaranteeing
seamless communication of these physical devices with the cloud. The C&CA team will
also configure data processing services for real-time data processing and analytics with
input from the I&D team on data requirements, ensuring the processed data is aligned
with the needs of the predictive maintenance ML model. It is essential to mention that
these configurations are supported by a scalable and secure storage solution established
by the C&CA and I&D teams, as described previously.

The C&CA team will take the leading steps in building a data platform by integrating
data from various sources. Apart from securing the indispensable storage capacity, the
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C&CA team will perform configurations of integration services and processing services,
with the collaboration of the I&D team, which gives insight into data structures for
proper integration and data requirements for the following analytics tasks. The I&D team
will then act on the integrated data produced by the C&CA team. The collaboration
between these two teams facilitates a comprehensive and rich understanding of the data,
satisfying the smooth integration from diverse data sources and maximizing the utility
and value of both the cloud services and the available data for advanced analytics.

The I&D team will also work alongside the C&CA team to provide real-time monitoring
and alerts for more informed and data-driven decision-making. By taking advantage of
visualization and notification services provided on the cloud, the C&CA team will be
responsible for developing user interfaces and notification functions. Meanwhile, the I&D
team will specify which information should be displayed in real-time and when alerts
should be sent in response to the ML model’s outputs.

Each functional team in Capgemini utilizes various components/cloud services, from
several categories ranging from compute, storage, database, analytics services to ML, IoT
services, mentioned in Section 2.5.1.1, in order to improve the technical features of cloud
solutions. Even though they do not own these cloud services themselves, they combine
their expertise, consultation and advisory capabilities with their established partnership
and ecosystem for cloud services (from major CSPs such as Microsoft, AWS, Google,
etc.) and hardware (cameras, edge devices, IoT devices, etc.) to deliver comprehensive
solutions for their clients. In addition to delivering comprehensive solutions, Capgemini
also offers other operational supports such as training and upskilling courses for their
clients whenever necessary, as mentioned elsewhere previously. Furthermore, Capgemini is
responsible for managing the operational aspects of their customers’ cloud systems. This
is continuous support after the implementation of the solution and includes delivering
maintenance, updates, patches, additional coaching, etc. Alternatively, customers can
raise tickets to support teams for any issues or inquiries in their day-to-day operations.
Capgemini’s support teams will respond promptly to these concerns, offering necessary
assistance, troubleshooting, and resolution to ensure smooth operations and excellent
customer experience.



Chapter 6

Recommendations for competitive
performance of Capgemini for cloud
adoption

Looking through Capgemini’s capabilities and how they operate and deliver services, it
is recognizable that there is a shift from a conventional consulting business model, which
merely provides consultation services, to a value-adding business model. This model
brings various changes, such as: shifting from transactional relationships only offering
clients services and expert advice on specific projects to strategic partnerships where
they deeply involve client long-term operations, support in post-implementation, assist in
shaping strategic directions and drive innovations, etc. All leads to a higher level of client
satisfaction and bidirectional longer-term engagements. Furthermore, to facilitate clients
in effectively adopting and maximizing the potential of solutions, they now strongly
underline knowledge sharing, educating and empowering client organizations to become
more self-sufficient in managing their services, which is a significant shift from the
conventional business model. Moreover, the new model also changes them from a solution
provider to an ecosystem facilitator. Instead of merely delivering specific solutions to
client problems, the value-adding business model takes a broader approach, allowing
them to establish and foster networks of interconnected companies, technologies, and
resources to deliver more comprehensive, holistic solutions. Such an approach facilitates
effective client adoption of solutions and redefines the dynamic between consultants, their
partners and clients, ultimately enhancing the value generated from the relationship.
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This shift towards a value-adding business model inherently necessitates Capgemini to
enhance its non-technical capabilities. By focusing on non-technical capability, Capgemini
can complement its technical strengths and position itself as a comprehensive consulting
partner that understands the unique business challenges of its clients and offers holistic,
tailored solutions. It allows Capgemini to provide value beyond technical implementation,
driving their clients’ business transformation and sustainable growth. The following
sections provide a series of recommendations to help Capgemini conquer this paradigm
shift while maximizing its benefits.

Continuous Learning

Continuous learning is crucial in the rapidly evolving IT landscape, particularly regarding
cloud technologies. Capgemini should invest in upskilling their expertise to stay on
top of the latest trends, technologies, and practices in cloud solutions. Deepening their
knowledge of industries is crucial to ensure that the innovative solutions provided to
their clients can be effectively aligned with the industrial context. They could expand
their research into the complexities in industries of interest and create a repository of
industry-specific challenges, needs, and goals related to cloud adoption for comprehensive
insights. This strategy would aid in identifying opportunities for improvement within
those sectors, further enhancing their consultative approach and service delivery.

Reliable Partnership Ecosystem

As showcased in previous sections, it is known that Capgemini’s services provided to
their clients are tightly coupled with collaborative activities with their industrial partners
who provide cloud services and hardware. This approach has some advantages, such as
specialization of knowledge and skills, resource scalability and enhanced services offerings.
On the flip side, this also poses cooperative risks such as dependency on external forces,
coordination and communication challenges, and potential for conflicts of interest.
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To mitigate risks and form reliable collaborations, the company first needs to ensure
potential partners have the capabilities that match their requirements or expectations. It
could be fulfilled by defining and communicating requirements clearly to those partners
and assessing their expertise, technologies, resources, and track records, which can be
achieved through background checks, reference checks, and past performance evaluations.
Additionally, continuous evaluation is crucial to maintain high service quality.

Secondly, they need to strengthen the partnership with these firms to ensure effective and
well-functioning collaboration by building trust through consistent and reliable behavior,
honesty, and transparency, while maintaining open communication with their partners.
On the other hand, it is also necessary for them to cooperate with multiple qualified
suppliers. It allows Capgemini to have alternatives in case of disruptions with a particular
partner. However, the number of partnerships should be strategically chosen to ensure
the ability to manage these relationships effectively.

The last important aspect to consider is the necessity of fostering a strong partnership
where both parties share mutual goals and objectives, ultimately benefitting both sides.
This encourages the partner to work towards fulfilling the job to the full extent. For
example, while working with a client who values the sustainability performance of their
operations and products, Capgemini and their partners must have a shared objective of
promoting sustainability. This can be considered a factor for Capgemini to choose their
desired partners who implement eco-friendly practices and solutions into their day-to-day
businesses.

Capgemini’s services and collaborative activities with industrial partners present a unique
blend of specialization, scalability, and enhanced service offerings. While offering numer-
ous benefits, these collaborations also introduce risks such as dependency, coordination
challenges, and potential conflicts of interest. By considering three aspects mentioned
above, including capability matching, objective alignment, and partnership health, which
are proposed by [26], Capgemini can mitigate these risks and strengthen its partnerships.
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Sustainable Business Practices

With the increasing global awareness towards sustainability, it is imperative for companies
like Capgemini to conduct a thorough review and revamp their sustainable practices.
Despite having little to no in-house production capacity, they still can minimize their car-
bon emissions, increasing resource efficiency, and advocating for environmentally friendly
programs within the organization through such activities like establish energy-efficient
and renewable-energy-powered workplaces, expand virtual cooperation to minimize busi-
ness travel and commuting, prolong the lifetime of computing devices to reduce e-waste,
etc. Through this action, Capgemini would not only achieve alignment with global
sustainability objectives but also establish a favorable reputation among its partners and
clients. Capgemini has the capability to act as a driver in promoting and facilitating the
implementation of sustainable practices by their partners. Capgemini may incorporate
criteria for sustainability into their partner selection process and provide support and
guidance on sustainable practices to both new and existing partners. Implementing this
strategy can further strengthen Capgemini’s reputation as a responsible and forward-
thinking organization while also supporting the establishment of a sustainability-oriented
network of partners.



Chapter 7

Discussion

The manufacturing industry is increasingly embracing the digital transformation process
as it has the potential to yield considerable benefits in many aspects. Cloud computing
forms the backbone of this transition, enabling other emerging technologies like IoT, ML,
AI, and predictive analytics, thereby boosting productivity, reducing costs, and driving
innovation. However, the cloud adoption process in manufacturing is not a simple task,
demanding a comprehensive understanding of all aspects of manufacturers and finding
the most appropriate cloud solutions. With their specialized knowledge and experience,
third-party service providers can significantly aid in this transition.

The focus of this research was to study the possibilities of cloud adoption in the manufac-
turing context by proposing a conceptual model for cloud adoption and highlighting the
essential role of third-party providers who guide and support manufacturers throughout
the intricate journey of cloud adoption. To meet this main aim, the following steps are
processed.

A conceptual model was developed, connecting manufacturing assets, business needs, and
application areas to aid in identifying the most suitable cloud-based solutions. Industrial
benchmark case studies were analyzed in depth, from which key features and components
for successful cloud adoption are the main findings. The model was then applied to a
hypothetical case in the food manufacturing industry as an example to identify the most
notable features and components of the most suitable cloud solutions, demonstrating
the practical relevance and effectiveness of the developed conceptual model for cloud
adoption.
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The role of third-party consulting companies was explored, especially Capgemini, mapping
their capabilities to meet both the technical attributes (key features and components)
of the previously identified cloud solutions and non-technical attributes. From these
insights, recommendations for broadening Capgemini’s capabilities and enhancing their
competitive edge in the market were proposed.

7.1 Learning points

While working on this thesis, I have both broadened my knowledge and deepened my
understanding of plenty of concepts. Those range from the manufacturing industry and
its complex value chains to the digital transformation process coupled with numerous
emerging digital technologies such as AI/ML, IoT, big data analytics, cloud computing,
etc. Additionally, I also looked into the various trends, forces, and challenges shaping
the current and future landscape of the manufacturing sector.

In the realm of cloud computing specifically, I delved into the intricate details of various
cloud services, their unique features, the complexities involved in their adoption, and
how they can be harnessed to enable other cutting-edge technologies to tackle numerous
challenges manufacturers face. This not only allowed me to appreciate their unique
features and functionalities but also to recognize their interconnections and the synergies
they can create in a well-integrated technological ecosystem.

My understanding of the food manufacturing industry has also deepened, specifically in
terms of its distinct configurations and processes and how it makes an excellent example
of a practical application of the conceptual model for cloud adoption developed in this
thesis.

Moreover, I have developed an appreciation for the pivotal role that third-party service
providers play in today’s business landscape. Through their diverse expertise and offerings,
these providers deliver myriad values to their clients, which, in turn, underscores their
growing importance in facilitating successful cloud adoption, digital transformations and
driving business success in the modern era.
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7.2 Main challenges

While writing my thesis, I ran across several practical challenges that ultimately shaped
the direction and depth of my investigation. Limited data for analysis, particularly data
relevant to the unique context of cloud adoption in the industrial industry, was one of the
main challenges. The available information was often either too general or too shallow to
properly analyze the dynamics and characteristics of cloud adoption in this industry.

In addition, I encountered technical challenges due to my modest expertise in cloud
services and solution architecture. There has been a significant learning curve involved
in acquiring the in-depth knowledge necessary for examining different cloud architectures
and their applicability to different manufacturing needs, resulting in extensive self-study
and research. Additionally, the continuous changes in cloud services made some older case
studies outdated, complicating the process of fully interpreting their implications and
keeping my research relevant and up-to-date. This complexity highlighted the importance
of agility and continuous learning in technology research.

Furthermore, recognizing third-party service providers’ capabilities presented its unique
challenges. The purpose of the study was to shed light on the crucial role these providers
play in promoting cloud adoption. However, precisely defining and mapping their roles,
capabilities, and contributions proved challenging. The absence of specific case studies
and examples exacerbated this complexity. Despite these difficulties, the study demanded
a creative and open-minded problem-solving approach to generate useful and practical
findings.

7.3 Further research recommendations

While the presented research provides a conceptual model that can serve as a solid
foundation for cloud adoption in various industries beyond manufacturing, it is crucial
to acknowledge that each industry has its unique context. Therefore, the model may
necessitate customization and fine-tuning to optimally fit a particular sector. Hence,
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future research could extend into cross-industry studies, assessing the implementation
and outcomes of cloud adoption across different sectors, including both manufacturing
and non-manufacturing industries. Ideally, these studies would leverage real-life data to
ensure the most accurate results.

Furthermore, future research could aim to develop strategies that provide a comprehensive
approach for successfully adopting cloud technologies. Such strategies would need to
address critical factors not extensively covered by the developed conceptual model in
this thesis. These might include cybersecurity measures to mitigate risks associated with
cloud adoption, change management considerations due to the significant organizational
changes inherent in cloud adoption, and compliance with various policies and regulations.

This thesis primarily applies qualitative methods and discusses several benefits of cloud
adoption. Therefore, future studies could delve deeper into a cost-benefit analysis,
assisting manufacturers in comprehending the financial implications better. Additionally,
future research could focus on a quantitative analysis of the impact of cloud adoption on
manufacturing performance metrics, such as efficiency, productivity, cost savings, etc.
However, it is vital to note that these analyses would require a relatively large amount of
reliable data to be relevant.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis carries out an exploration of cloud adoption possibilities in the manufacturing
industry, highlighting the transformative potential of cloud technologies and offering a
roadmap for manufacturers to navigate this intricate journey. It contributes to both
academic discourse around cloud adoption in the manufacturing industry and serves as a
practical guide for manufacturing companies commencing their cloud adoption journeys.
The developed model, designed to identify suitable cloud-based solutions tailored to unique
manufacturing assets, business needs, and application areas; combined with insights
from real-world cases and the roles of third-party service providers, provides a robust
foundation for the successful implementation of cloud solutions in the manufacturing
sector.

Through this research, a deeper understanding of digital technologies, especially cloud
computing, their potential, and the complexities involved in their implementation has been
acquired. Encountering practical challenges in both real-world and hypothetical scenarios
yields insights into the realities of digital transformation in the manufacturing sector,
specifically for cloud adoption. Despite myriad challenges, the derived insights from this
research endorse the significant role and benefits of cloud adoption in manufacturing,
thereby outlining a pathway toward a more sustainable, efficient, and digitally-empowered
future for the sector.

Due to the dynamic nature of the manufacturing industry, coupled with continuous
technological advancements and the relentless development and improvement of third-
party service providers, numerous opportunities for future research are presented.
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